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PART ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

At a time when the Victorian euphemisms conceming 

the sanctity of the faraily were losing anehorage, Theodore 

Dreiser published the first ôf eight novels i^ich treat 

exhaustively fami y disintegration in American life, The 

year was 1900, the novel significantly entitled Sister 

Carrie. Dreiser^s association with the naturalistic move-

ment in our nation's literature has been well explored, but 

his picture of the family has received no full-length study. 

Charles Shapiro mentions that "Dreiser exploreå the effects 

of American materialism on the American family" In his 

second novel, Jennie Qerhardt, and that in An American 

Tragedy the disintcgration of the family unit is a major 

theme, but the main point of Shapiro's work is not Dreiser's 

picture of family relationships, but a study of Dreiser as 

2 
a neglected literary artist. This dissertation suggestc 

that the fewnily as an institution is a major theme in all 

of Dreiser's novels and proposes to investigate severel 

types of family relationships in these completed wor:r.. 

•̂ The term "family** is used to denote a group of tiío 
or more individuals imited either by love or necesnity. 

Charles Shapiro, 'Hieodore Dreiser; Our Bitter 
Patriot, (Carbondale: Southem Illinois Univer 'ty Press, 
1952), p. 14. Later cited as Shapiro, heodore Dreiser. 



A polnt of departure is a discussion of two impor-

tant terma necessary for a reading of Dreiser»s works. The 

word "naturaliem" is used throughout this study in its 

simplest form: the naturalist subscribes to the purely 

natural means of experience, not the supematural, realis-

tic, or huraanistic. A "natural" character is one untutored 

and uninfluenced by any of the doctrines of westem human-

istic and religious thought. The character behaves accord-

ing to his nature. Eugene Witla, the artist-painter of The 

Genius, has two natural characteristics: a love of any 

form of be uty and a fascination with young, beautiful 

women. Jennie Gertiardt'fl natural characteristic is one of 

Boft coripliance. She Is made to be loved, to sub«?cribe 

wholly to the domination of the male ego. This is her na-

ture, and she scarcely ever tries to rebel against her af-

finity for strong, persuaaive men. Uowever they treat her, 

she acceptíT. them passively, softly, demurely. She is 

Dreiser's etemal feminine, the true woman bom to m'Yæ a 

home, to rear chi dren, to love unselfishly. C3.yde Orif-

fiths' natural characteristic is a love of the luxury r>nd 

ease offered by materialistic society. the currentn become 

crossed because of Clyde's complementary natural trait, his 

love of young and beautiful women. T̂ien ho first rovcs to 

lycurgus, he satisfies his lust by his involvement with 

Roberte Alden, the poor but lovely factory girl. After 

Clyde meets ^ondra Finchley, however, he tries to fulfill 



hÍB yepming for material things with the vain hope that he 

can marry this wealthy daughter of a small-town snob. None 

of these attitudes on the part of Dreiser's characters is 

the result of caleulation or rudimentary thoti^t. They are 

simply the baeic natures of crude humanity, made beautiful 

BXíá intoxicating through the alo&bic of the arti8t*s imagina-

tion. Clyde> Jennie, and Eugene are Everyman. Their prob-

l«si8 are never the sacred or rare obsessions of cultivated 

people, but the concems which most of mankind must face 

one time or another. Dreiser was not uninterested in what 

his characters could leam, but hie main interest was never-̂  

theless the unfolding of their natural nualities. 

-̂ Thrall, Hibbard and Holman define "naturalism" 
thusî "The fundamental view of man which the natura ist 
takes is of an animal in the natural world, responding to 
environmental forces and intemal stresses and drives, over 
none of which he has either control or full îmowledge." A 
HandboQk to Literature by Willlam Flint Thrall and Addison 
tíibbaráy revised by Hugh Holman (New York: The Odyssey 
Press, ls€o, pp. 30"̂ -3-3-

Important scholar y works on "naturaliam" are 
Charles Child Wricutt, American Literary Naturalism. A 
pivided Stream, (Minneapolis, líniversity of kinhesota ^ress, 
1956) and Lars Ahnebrink, he Beginnings of Naturaligm in 
American Fiction, (Cambridgil Harvard University Press, 
1950). Ahnebrlnk says of the natural man: "In the face of 
the universe, man VV̂ Ĝ but a withered blade of grass moved 
to and fro by the storm," p. 219. Walcutt writes of the 
naturalistic artist: "There ±r, always the tension between 
hope and despair, between rebellion and apathy, between 
defying nature and submitting to it, between celebrating 
man's impulses and trying to educate them, between embrac-
ing the universe and regarding its dark abysses with ter-
ror," p. 17. 



A parallel term of equal importance is "determinism." 

It is simply another word for fate. Shakespeare»:^ star-

crossed loverg, Komeo and Juliet, are two of westem litera-

ture»s representative characters whose personal tragedies 

were partially determined. In Dreiser's works, the actions 

of li portant characters are often determined by accident. 

Hurstwood resolves not to steal from his employers, but the 

safe accidentally elieks shut. His embarrassment at having 

ihe money in hand is a facet of his character, but the fact 

that the safe shuts is an accident. Similarly, Clyde Orif-

fiths resolves to kill Roberta Alden by drowning her while 

on a boat excursion at Big Bittem. Once they are in the 

rowboat> Clyde lacks the courage to complete his ghoulish 

plan, but the boat accidentally capsizes. Clyde makes no 

real effort to save Hoberta. This reflects choice. The 

accident, however, is not contrived. It is one of those 

many freakish twists of fate which recur frequently in 

Dreiser's novels. The delineator of a world in which human 

choice is quite limited, Dreiser relied heavily on a de-

terministic outlook for his evolvement of personal misfor-

tune for characters. 

The organization of material in this dissertation 

is thematic, Rather than recount the various family pat-

tems which recur in all of Dreiser»r books on a novel-by-

novel basis, the attempt is to present the various kinds 

of familial problems in chapterr; which treat single pattems: 



parent-children relationships, marriages, sibling rivalries, 

extramarital affairs. 

The dissertation is divided into five parts. F rts 

One and Five are Introduction and Conclusion. 

Pai*t Two is a two-chapter study of constructive 

family relationships. The first chapter attempts to pre-

sent the ideal of the family, revealed partially in Dreiser's 

last work, The Bulwark. Chapter Two is an interpretatioh 

of various constructive family situations. The backgrounds 

of Angela Blue and Eugene Witla in he'Genius, of Aileen 

Butler and Frank Cowperwood in the "trilogy of desire," 

and of Roberta Alden, the lonely farmer's daughter of An 

American Tragedy, are believed to reveal some measures of 

wamth and security. 

Part 'Shree is a three-chapter investigation of the 

destructive forces of the family on individuals. In the 

first of these chapters, the unhappy marriages of Dreiser's 

men and women are discussed frorî the standpoint of their 

dÍBillusionment and ack of emp? thy. The point is made 

that the one who loves and gives the most in marriage is 

usually the loser, according to Dreiser. The novelist»s 

obsessive women are based, partiplly rt least, on hit̂  o\m 

The term "trilogy of desire" is the ccamnon desig-
nation for Dreiser»s three-novel study of the In-ncial 
genius, Prank Cowperwood. The separate novels of the 
^trilogy of desire" are he Financier, The Titan, and The 
Stoic. 



wife, Sallie White, whose procrustean attitudes revolted 

her husband and resulted in a short-lived relatlonship. 

Ihe second chapter concems the involvement of parents and 

children. A lack of insight and imagination explains the 

shortcomings of parents like the Oriffithses in An American 

Tragedy and the Gexliardts ancl Kanes in Jennie Gerhardt. 

The tensions of parents and children are as old as Oedipus 

and equally timeless. Each new generation must cope with 

the traditions of its forebears. Some of Dreiser's incom-

parable scenes are thoae of famlly distress: the anguish 

of Gerhardt when he leams of his daughter's loss of in-

nocencej the jrath of Edward Malia Butler when he discovers 

Aileen's affair with Cowperwoodj the pitiful prison scene 

^^ An Amert can Tragedy when Mrs. Griffiths contlnues to be-

lieve that earthly happiness is as naught, ttiet her son»s 

hopes of heaven are his only salvation. The thlrd chapter 

concems brothern aud sisters. Sibling rivalry is a fairly 

small thfflne in Dreiser's works, but it assumes sorae propor-

tions in Ihe Bulwarii and Jennie Gerhardt when Orville B?'mes 

and Robert Kane stoop to some family meddling. Pver the 

champion of the underdog, Dreiser disliked those who es-

poused conventional traditions. His lean characters, 

Orville and Robert, use their circuTiSpection as a sv/ord 

against members of the family whose waywardness is still 

accompanied by a good heart. Itta Bemes and Ler:ter Kane 

involve themselves in liaisons, but thcir affairs are their 



own business, and the interruptions by their brothers solve 

no problems and are not even conducted with the sincere in-

terest of the human beings involved. 

Pert Four is a three-chapter analysis of cxtemal 

forces attacking family entity and weakening it. The first 

chapter explores the problem of poverty. Dreiser undercut 

the romantic notion that poverty is a virtue. lîirough hia 

own experience, he found that family solidarity could not 

be madJAtained unless minimal financial conditions were pres-

^t. Parents could love thier children, but they could 

scarcely provide for them during sickness and poverty. The 

most pressing effects of need are found in two major novels, 

Jennie Gerhardt and An American Tragedy. In these works, 

poverty is the mise-en-scene, and the breakdown of the 

family is tantamount to financial insecurity. Chapter Two 

examines the extramarital affair, the liaison conducted 

outside the pale of faiaily entity. The term "extramarital" 

is used to denote a relationship between a man and a woman, 

at least one of whom is married. Jennie»s affáirs with 

Brander and Lester Kane are not ''extramarital," for neither 

of the men nor Jennie is married. Eugene Witla of The 

Genius and Frank Cowperwood of the "trilogy of desire"' are 

both married ucn who conduct numerous affairs while l'vlng 

with their wives. The los? of respect and confidencc, the 

undermining of the marriage relationship is an important 

theme in Dreiser's vjorks, and the extramarital affair is a 
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major cause of family disintegration. Hie last chapter of 

this study centers on changing values in America. Bie con-

cept of the ncw wMnaji, with her emerging individuality and 

aspirations^ goes a long way to ejqplein some of modem 

man»8 problems in faally relationships. No longer content 

to wash and iron, the new woman seeks her own fortunes, in-

dependent of the men with whom she associates. Carrie 

Meeber> the heroine of Dreiser's first novel, is the best 

example of this t̂ rpe. Thou^ she feels affection for Charlie 

Drouet and George HurGtwood, her love Is subsidiary to the 

satisfaction of her own desires. Once she becomeG a suc-

ceesful actress, she is able to shed her so-called husband, 

Hurstwood, without a tear and to assiane the new life of the 

woman who has a profession to pursue. The destruction of 

family unity resulting frcan the independence of the twentieth-

centuary líonan is one of Dreiser»s major contributions to a 

real understanding of modem life, its divorce courts, and 

homes for orphans. Another change in the American scene 

which Dreiser recorded with amasing absorption was the move-

ment to the city. Blanche Housman Gelfant writes that 

Dreiser "developed an understanding of clty life and an 

«notÍonal complex towards it that .̂ rîuipped hiT?. to becomc 

the generic novel st of twentieth-century flction.' 

^Blanche Housman Gelfant, Thc American City Novel, 
(Nonnan; University of Oklahoma Press, 1954;, p. 42. Eãter 
cited as Oelfant, Ihe Anerican City Novel. 



Dreiser believed that man on the farm was the hewer of wood 

and carrier of water because he did not know anything else 

to do. When he became a city-dweller, though, man»s inter-

est in the sirapllcities of faaiily life waned as a concom-

mitant of his increasing interest in material things, in 

business and the fulfillment of his desires. The remaining 

facet of Dreiser»s concem with loss of family entity is 

the deterioration of rellgious values. The novelist reveals 

a thorotaghgoing interest in the religious backgrounds of his 

characters. Clyde Griffiths» evangelist t^bringing explains 

much of his later conduct. Sensing a discrepancy between 

the simple piety ©f his family and the materialistic world 

in which he lives, Clyde finds his parents* simplified views 

of life insufficient in a milieu which ctresses financial 

success. Dreiser bothered to list the sectarian backgrounds 

of many of his families. The Gerhardts are Lutheran, the 

Kanes and the Butlers Cptholic, the Cowperwoods Presbyterian. 

All in all, religion fails to meet the human needs of the 

characters in these many books. The most notable failure 

of religion is in Ihe Bulwark, Dreiser»s lar̂ t work in which 

the tensions of the family are augmented by the gulf between 

their pietistic Quaker beliefs and the demando of the real 

world. 

There has been no attempt in this study to apologize 

for Dreiser»s crudities or to defend his positlon as a mojor 

man of American letterB. The assvmiption has becn made that 
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Dreiser is a major American novelist with secure standing. 

Like all great figures in the literature of the westem 

world, he has his deficiencies, particularly those of style 

and nuance, and nothing can be gained by shrouding these 

weaknesses as if they in any way lessen his stature as an 

artist. The first real artist to concem himself exclu-

sively with the inchoete, awkward American character, 

Dreiser has hed many champions. His worth is revealed in 

statements by Pelham Edgar and Sinclair Lewis. The former 

writes that with "Theodore Dreiser the Americpn novel for-
,6 

swears fealty to the English tradition.' The latter af-

firms that Dreiser "cleared the trail from Victorian Howell-

sian timidity and gentility in /mericen fiction to honesty, 

boldness, and passion of life.' 

Since no standard edition of Dreiser»s works has 

yet appeared, some mention is made of the primary sources 

used in this discertntion. All of Dreiser's novels but one 

are published by The liorld Publishing Company. At present, 

The Titan and The Stoic are out of print, Dreiser's laet 

Pelham Edgar, The Art of the Novel (New York: 
Macmillan, 1933), p. SWI Later cited as Bdgar, The Art 
of the Novel. 

''̂ Slnclair Lewis, "Our Formula for Fiction," The 
Stature of Theodore Dreiser, ed. Alfred Ka?in and Charles 
Shaplro, (Bloom ngton: Inliana Uhiversity Press, 1955), 
p. 111. Later reference to articles found in this source 
will be cited by author and titlo as they anveor in The 
Stature of Theodore Dreiser. 
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novel, 'nie Bulwark, did not receive benefit of publication 

by thp World company. Another hardbound edition ir the 

Book Pind Club Copy, ^ublished by Doubleday and Company. 

All quotatlons from these novels appear in these prlmary 

sources: the respective World and Doubleday editions. Since 

some small use is made in thi ; study of Drel8er»s short 

stories, which have not been collected into a single series. 

it has been considered well to mention the best source, the 

edition published by 1/íorld and edited by James T. Farrell: 

The Best Short Stories of Theodore Dreiser. No mrrter of 

the shorter form, Dreiser wrote his stories more for the 

presentation of an idea than for the satisfact on of artis-

tic raerit. Occasiona ly, these stories are used to illus-

trate ideas mportant in Dreiser»s better works, the novels. 



PART TWO 

COKSTRUCTIVE PAMILY SITUATIONS IN THE DREISERIAN CANON 

Chapter I 

he Bulwark; Partial Portrait of the Pamily Ideal 

Perhaps a logical point of departure in a study of 

Dreiser»s variegated family pattems is an attempt to answer 

the question of whether or not the family in Dreiser ever 

serves as an Ideal. Does it have any sanctityj any particu-

lar mystique? Is the naturali-tic interpretation of human 

nature, with its cynicism or pessimisni about the wellsprings 

of motivation, so much a part of '3 cl:er»s fiction that 

there are no portraits of femilies which in any way succeedt 

Por the most part, Dreiser»s art is a study of the destruc-

tive aspects of family institutions. In The Bulwark, how-

ever, there is o le relief frcMn this recurrent pattem of 

di sintegration. 

Although the family of Solon Bames in this novel 

is anything but perfect, it is nonetheless reflective of 

ove and tendernecs, for Solon provides his wife and chil-

dren with the religious and moral attributes suggestive of 

sane and solid living. Two of Bames»s children, Orvillc 

and Dorothea, emerge as successful if somewhat uniraagina-

tive citizens. Isobel, the oldest of the Bames children, 

remains devoted to her father to the end of his life, though 



her physical unattractiveness prevents her from finding a 

husband. Etta and Stewart, the two youngest children, 

suffer more from the naturalistic syndromeí Etta, in spite 

of her sober background, becomes involved with an artist in 

Greenwich Village and Stewart, having participated in a 

sexual episode which results in the death of a girl who has 

been given a drug to make her more pliable, kills himself 

in prison. Even with these darker aspects, he Bulwark is 

the one work of Dreiser in which filial devotion and paren-

tal tenderness are explored both extensively and sympathct-

ically. 

Dreiser»s major attempt in The Bulwark was to pre-

sent a man whose religious background is the raainstay of 

his entire earthly existence, personal, familia , and 

social. Dreiser»s description of Solon Bames re-emphasized 

the significance of the novel»s title: "He was a good man— 
„8 

one of the nation's bulwarks, and it is to thls effect 

that the portraiture of Bames is faithfu to the end. 

Solon's childhood is characterized by his devotion to his 

parents and to his religion. His father^ Rufus Bames, is 

rigidly devoted to the precepts of Quakerism, and Solon»s 

mother, Hannah Bames, is an admirable example of piety and 

Q 

Theodore Dreiser, The Bulwark, (New York: Booli 
Pind Club Edltion, Doubleday, 19^b), p. 124. All ater 
references to The Bulwark are frcxn this source rind page 
numbers are parenthesized. 
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siraplicity. >7hen Solon announces his intention of leaving 

his Bimple Quaker haae to go to work in his future father-

in-law»s bank in Philadelphia, he is saddened by the pros-

pect of leaving his family and he attempts to console his 

mother: "Mother, thee knows how much I love thee . . . 1»11 

be back as often as my work nermits. Thee knows I will 

never leave thee as long as thee lives" (8l). As with Clyde 

Griffiths of An Anerican Trfígedy and Eugene Witla of The 

Oenlus, Solon»s devotion to his mother exceeds his feeling 

for his father, perhaps a re: .ection of Dreiser's own power-

ful affection for his mother, so stressed by his biographers, 
9 

W, A. Swanberg and P. 0. Matthiessen. Ironlcally, Solon»s 

mother dies of influenza at the very time that Benecia Wallin, 

Sol<ai»s wife, is pregnant with her first chi.ld. Drelser 

^llatthiessøn writes: "He described himself as »al-
ways a mother child.» Qne of the ear iest memories he re-
called of her presence was of sitting on the floor stroking 
her feet. »1 cen hear her now. »See poor mother's shoes? 
Aren»t you soriy she has to vjear such tom shoes? See the 
hole here.» She reached down to show me, and in wonder, 
and finally pity—evoked by the tone of her voice which so 
long controlled me—I began to examine, growljng more and 
more Borrowful as I did so. And then, fina ly. a sudden 
swelling sense of pity that ended in tears. I smoothed her 
shoes and cried.*'' P. 0, Mattliiessøn, 'Rieodore Dreiser, 
The American Men of Letters Series (New York: William 
Sloane Associates, 131)> r • 7» W. A. Swanberg asserts 
that "Theodore Dreiser was* reared in superstition, fanati-
cism, ignorance, poverty, and humiliation. ThOîígh he would 
be permanently hurt, he was not crushed, thanks to his own 
powerful sxr'rit and the warm, shelter ng love of hic c:rthy, 
llliterate* biit great-hearted mother. ' W. A i'. mberg, 
Dreiser (New York: Charlec Scribner's Sons, 1965), p. 4. 
Repeated reference. to critical sourcer* are abbreviated 
throughout this disnertation. 
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seemed intent upon demonstrating that while life is being 

created, life is often taken away, and Solon»s grief at the 

death of his mother is so great that he is described as 

being "lost in a form of dark and painful brooding whlch 

tested his religious as well as his mental resources" (17). 

It is only his faith in God and his anticipation of the 

birth of his first child that restores Solon to his senses. 

Granville Hicks underscores Solon Bames's solid 

character by writing, 

Here is a Dreieerian hero who believe:. what his 
parents teach him and sets his feet firmly on the 
path to respectabiiity and wealth. Solon loves 
but once, marries the object of his love, and 
cherishes her until her death. A quiet, eamest, 
untroubled boyhood leads to a purposeful and, for 
some years, happy maturity.^ -

Among the marriages in Dreiser»8 novels, the marriage of 

Solon Bames Dnô Benecia Wallin is the most tender and 

loving, Bames's courtship of Benecia is marked more by 

respect than by passion, yet respect and passion coalesce 

to such an extent that the reader is convinced that for 

once here are two neople ideally suited for one another. 

In this respect, the basis of an ideal family relationr-hîp 

is best presented. The only potential for conflict arises 

not so much from his relationship with Benecia herself es 

^WanvÍlle Hic s, "Theodore Drei-̂ .er and The Bul-
wark," The Stature of heodore Drelser, v, rro. 
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from his almost instlnctive distrust of her wealthy back-

ground. Ttíe tenets of Quakerism requiring simp icity, 

Solon is somewhat disturbed by his "first glimpse of the 

Wallin home" where he is "impressed by the problem of wealth 

as opposed to simplicity" (56). When Solon is established 

in the Traders and Builders Bank in Philadelphia, he is de-

termined to lead a simple Quaker life rather than attempt 

to live fB luxuriously as his in-laws: his wealth is a 

by-product of simpie industry, not an aim in itself. The 

Wallins provide handsomely for the young couple: Justus 

Wallin settles a sum of forty-thousand dollars on his 

daughter, and Benecia»8 mother fumishes the children»8 

home with the best that money can buy. Yet it is not these 

material trappings but the cnirit of the home that makes 

Solon»s happiness vivid: "Por here was the dream of his 

schooldays come true: a good position, a handsome home, 

a beautiful yoimg wife, powerful friends and relatives, 

health and strength" (104). The obvlous irony of Bames»s 

financial success ac opposed to his essential sirapliclty 

has been noticed by many readers of the novel, but thÍG 

anomaly need not detract from his position &s a good hus-

band, father, and man. 

Dreiser»s naturalism is reflected in the fact that 

all but two of the Bames children are almost polar oppo-

sitess that is, their qualities reflect their natures more 

than the environment established by Solon and Benecia. How 
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else, in a home which provldes so admirably the rich moral 

end religious stimulus for sound living, could these chil-

dren be so utterly unlike in their desires and interests? 

Among the Bames children, only Orville and Dorothea have 

anything in common with each other, their aims centering 

in social respectability and the self-esteem which marks 

the good man who guards God»s possessions. Dorothea is 

certainly less prone to priggishness than Orville, but her 

interests, like his, are meterial and non-intellectual. 

She is encouraged by Cousin Rhoda Kimber, P. Quaker who cor-

rupts the simplicity of Quakerism by establishing herself 

as a leading socialite, to make a good marriage and enjoy 

the benefits that the world has to bestow upon the fortun-

ate few. Dorothea is dazzled by the sumptuousness of Mrs. 

Kimber»s home and manner of living, though it would be im-

fair to describe Dorothea as in cmy way evil. for^ true to 

the naturalistic pattem, she is a "natural" when it comes 

to the sociel graces, and her good marriage is only the 

logical fulfillment of the outlines which her beauty and 

charm had set for her during her college days. Orville is, 

like Dorothea, carable of displaylng many of the r.ocial 

graces, but he lacks Dorothea»s tolerance and the genuine 

feeling which she has for the members of her family. ^hen 

Orville discovers Etta's affair with a Greenwich village 

artist, he is horrified le?t some scandal should COIÎO to 

the family. He cannot see that Ett«»s potential as a hu en 
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being is not necessarily bound to the dictates of conven-

tional morality. Some\\rhat like his father, though with less 

kindness, Orville places human beings into two categories, 

the good and the bad, and he is ever ready to swing the ax 

against those who have flouted the fundamental decencies. 

As penny pincher and snob, Orville is the least attractive 

member of the Bames family, though one must admit that^ 

by the world's standards, he is a successful representative 

of middle-class society. Since Orville and Dorothea are 

not richly endowed aesthetically or intellectually, their 

father»s simple piety Berves to bolster their essentialiy 

commonplace attitudes. In this way, then, if in no other, 

the family of Solon Bames is a partial success. To Dreiser, 

this succeos may have seemed anomalous, yet it is a part of 

the fabric of his novel. 

Bie three remaining children, Etta, Stewart, and 

Isobel, are of more interest to the reader, for they pos-

sess richer and more subtle natures than their parents or 

anyone about them. Etta is dreamer end artisti Isobel, 

social'y awkward and physically unattractive, Is the intel-

lectual; and 3tewart, the younger son, is the passionate 

seeker oî life»s wildest pleasures. 

The very complexity of Etta Barnes, Solon»s and 

Benecla*s yoiingest child, prevents Solon in r̂ rrticular fro i 

realizing ttiat, though he has provided her with a commend-

able moral background, he has yet neglected to cultivate 
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for his family the eesthetic and intellectua'í aspects of 

reality. This same narrowners prevents his understanding 

that passion sometimes looms large in sensitive natures. 

Etta's first, if minor, rebellion ageinst her father»s au-

thority concems her educational opportunities: "When she 

reached the age of fourteen and had exhausted the educational 

possibilities of the little Red Kiln school, Etta frankly an-

nounced that she did not care to go to Oakwold," (159) the 

Quaker school attended by Dorothea and Isobel. Because of 

the generosity of Aunt Hester Wallin. Etta is sent to P 

boarding school at Chadd»s Pord, and it ic there that she 

meets Volida Le Porte, the djmamic little girl from Madison, 

Wisconsin, who has such a big influence upon Etta's life. 

Volida «icourages Etta in the pursuit of knowledge far be-

yond the tenets contained in thc Quaker Book of Discipline. 

It is almost laiaghable that the first scene which occurs 

between Etta and hííp father results from his having dircovered 

a copy of Daudet»8 Sappho hidden in her room. "And is thee 

not shocked and repelled by such writings?" Solon inquires 

(?00). To Etta it seems "as if her entire future way of 

life (is] involved in her answer" (200). Dreiser describec 

Etta»s reaction to her father's prudishness P.S the result 

of ''her rapidly growing consciousness. . . . It flashed 

upon her that she must leave here . . . and go where she 

would be free" (201). Like Doirothea bcfore her, Itta dis-

covers that thc Bames home is 'all too well ordered, too 
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perfect for frail, restless, hungzy human need" (I85). 

£tta»s acquaintance with a way of life not present 

in her own hcxme leads to a final rupture with her family. 

Yet the point is made by Djreiser that Etta»s leaving is 

not without its regrets. After all, in her home she has 

received love and warmth, if scHaething less than under-

standing. The problem is that Solon is incapable of realiz-

ing Etta»s needs. He does not understand her numerous re-

marks to the effect that all she wants to know is about 

life Por, to Solon, a woman»s place is in the home, bent 

gracefully over the washtub, benignly rearing children. 

líhen he goes to Nadison, Wisconsin, to recover Etta from 

the snares of secular education, he is less shocked by her 

confession of theft of her mother»s Jewels in order to ob-

tain money for the cmmer than by the idea that she is de-

lighted with v h-it she finds in a university environment. 

Certainly it is to Solon»s credit, however, that he makes 

some attempt to see his daughter»s point of view: he visits 

the La Portes, wlth vhom she is staying, and he leaves Etta 

with funds sufficient for her Gi nmer»s instruction. .hen 

he departs for Philadelphia, he ha? some hope that Etta 

will not be entirely ruined by coeducation. As P 0 

Matthiessen has written, lie BulwarK ií' the novel by Dreiser 

"in which he had for the first time made a sympathetic rtudy 

of the father image. '̂  

^^Matthiessen, Theodore Dreiner, p P'í8 
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A more tender familial tie is revealed fáien Benecia 

Wellin visits her daughter in Mew York after Etta and Volida 

La Porte have moved to Greenwich Village. When Beneci^ BX)-

pears in Horatio Street, "dressed in plain gray coat and 

Quaker bonnet, love and hope in her eyes,'' Dreiser wrote 

that "Etta [is] overcome with emotion at sight of her and 

[wonders] in her heart how shc could ever heve done anjrthing 

to hurt this lovely, sympathetic soul (231). Plainly Etta»s 

emoti<mal tie v.ith her family is not broken. Though she can-

not retum to Hiombrough or Chadd»s Pord at thin time, she 

nevertheless remembers the beneficlal relrtionship with her 

paronts with far more regard than do the conventional 

Dorothea and Orville. To the reader, as Dreiser doubt ess 

intended, Etta is a more sympathetic ohorpcter than thc 

Dorothea who excludes her own sister frcan her wedding list 

or the Orville who cruelly tells his mother of Etta»8 affair 

with Willard Kane, the dreamy Bohemian painter who shows 

Etta the ways of ight housekeeping. 

The most touching faraily circumstance in the entire 

novel is Etta»s retum to Thombrough tmder the most tragic 

circumstance.?. Having read of Stewart»s death by suicide, 

Etta is mentally awhir' with thoughts of her family. She 

even blamen herself in part for Stewart»s misfortunes, for, 

as she reasons, "war: it not she who hrd first rebelied 

against her Toarents, settln«: an e:ia!nn\e for her young 

brother?" (310). In a letter froro Inobel, Btta is convinced 
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of the profound change which has been wrought in her father 

by the tragic death of his youngest child. As Isobel wrltes 

"Ae for thy fear of retuming, thee will find him very dif-

ferent from what he wasj without any bitter feelings of 

any kind. Por Stewart»s death has changed him completely" 

(312). Etta's affair with Willard Kane at an end, she re-

solves to retum to the scenes of her childhood. líhen the 

carriage which meets her at the station tums into the 

driveway, ^an xinanticipated wave of hapDÍness" overcomes 

her, for, eontrary to Thomas Wolfe, she has come home again. 

Etta»s feeling at this point is one of "an all-embracino: 

love, sympathy, and understanding which included her raother, 

father, Isobel, Stewart, even Orville and Dorothea' (313). 

When Solon tells Etta, "Daughter, thee knows that this is 

thy home, and if thee will stay here, I would heve it so" 

(3l4), any sense of embarrassment on Etta's nart disappears, 

and she reassumes her place within the texture of her fam-

ily's circle, In The Bulwark, Drelser did not try to prove 

thAt family life is a sentimental Utopia, but the misunder-

standingr. of parents and children are resolved in such a 

way that the reader is persuaded that the tragic onslaughts 

of family involvement are iesr î nportant than the genuine 

ties of affection which bind Solon and Benecia to their 

children, however mistaken their attitudes tovíprcl these 

children may rt times have been. 

The essential irony of Solon»s Tdsunderstanding 
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of his favorite son is underscored by a situation which de-

velops early in Solon's career at the Traders and Builders 

Bfnk. A fellow Quaker, Amold Briscoe, asks as a personal 

favor that his young son, Walter Briscoe, be given ^ small 

position in the bank. Solon, ever prudent and cautiouû in 

business matters, weighs the proposition heavily and finally 

finds a small place for the Briscoe lad. Young Briscoe 

proves to be scmiething of a libertine and steals a large 

araount of money from the bank in order to continue o. life 

of pleasure which includes wine, women, and song. Walter»s 

"excuse was that his father was so sevez*e with him, his 

home life so narrow, that he could not resist the tempta-

tion to embark on a freer, happier existence" (116-117)» 

As Amold Briscoe tells Solon, "I asked him if he was not 

sorry, and he said no, that I did not know anything '?bout 

life'* (118). Solon's attitude toward the father is one of 

pity, but hin misunderstanding of ̂ Talter is so great that 

he allows the young boy to be sent to prison without so much 

as raising a hand to help hin. One of the main concepts of 

the Quaker religion is that a r^Qn should consult his con-

science in all matters, pná Solon later feels that this 

severe attitude toward Walter is the first rer̂ l mistake of 

his religious life. Of course, Stewart»s wildness, years 

l'̂ tei, closely parallels Walter*: i Stewart rtc: Is from his 

mother. from Orville, and írom one of his friends at Prank-

lin Acaderay; hir money is spent In the search of sexual 
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fulfillment. Lilce Walter, he feelc "the marked contrast be-

tween the spirit of the Bames home and that of the world 

at large" (I38). Though Solon, during his <;filiction con-

ceming Stewart, does not recall the Briscoe episode and 

its obvious parallcl to his own situation, the reader of the 

novel is conscious of intentional irony. 

Part of the tragedy of the father-son relationship 

results from Solon»s fear of the expression of normal human 

relationships. When Stewart, at the age of six, siiggests 

that he, Etta, ajid some neighboring playmates shuck their 

clothes and move about as wild Indians, he has to listen to 

a long sermon from olon on "the sacredness of the hviman 

body" (133). It comes as no small surprise that Stewart, 

with his sensual and eager nature, is a misfit in the solemn 

Quaker environment. An attractive lad, he, like his sister 

Dorothea, comes under the influence of his cousin, Rhoda 

Wallin, who invites the boy to her home and encourages him 

to disoboy his father»s stem teachings. The death of Psyche, 

the young girl whom Stewart and his friends drug and seduce, 

is nore the result of ignorance and poor judgment than it 

Is criminal in nature. Yet Stewart feels so strongly his 

own disgrace that he is unable to face his parents, killing 

himself "./ith a penknife during his teij porary confinement in 

Jail. The pity of it all is that Stewart does not realire 

the extent of his iirrents' devotion. Benecia dies of a 

stroke within ^ few days, and Solon is ro heartbroken that 
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Dreiser did not write of a man who achieves the enllghten-

ment of the archetjrpal tr- r:ic heroes, but he did write of 

a man who rivals these heroes in suffering. Por it is surely 

tragic that a man»s veiy goodness should be the basic cause 

of his gravest fallures of understand ng. 

The last parent-child relationship to be examined 

in this chapter concems Solon and Benecia»s first-bom 

chlld, Isobel. At a point v/hen Solon»s family ÍG complete, 

Dreiser wrote of the ideals víhlch were to govem him as a 

parent: 

Alvrays a stickler for law and order, as well as a 
perfect home atmosphere, Solon nov; hrd the oppor-
tunity oi putting his ideas into operation. If 
he could make them so, thesø were to be perfect 
examples of v;ell-brought-up childrcni eamest, 
truthful, just and kind." (I08-IO9) 

Isobel, perhaps through a lack of tfânptation, more nearly 

fulfills these ideals than do the other Bames children. 

Por loobel. despite her physical unattractiveness^ possesses 

the intelloctual equipment for facing life creatively: she 

is capable of real absorption in her studies and her mind 

is fresh, imaginative, pliable. She is the joy of her psy-

chology profeasor who comes so to trust his pur>il that he 

gains for her a position as instructor at Llewellyn College 

for Women. When he is enga,;ed in recearch projects, Inobel 

lectures to hic claGses. For Í. time, Ghe hopes thct he will 
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develop a romantic interest in her, but she confesses to 

Etta, near the end of the novel, that she fears that mar-

riage will never enter into her scheme of things. 

Isobel»s acceptance of life»s sober realities is 

not, however, without drawbacks. As an undergraduate at 

Llewellyn, she becomes aware of her essential unattractive-

ness when Dorothea enters as a freshman and, because of 

beauty and charm, is at once a social favorite. Dreiser's 

scom for this school, with its religious pretensions amidst 

an atmosphere in which girls "were made over into snobs of 

the first water" (152) is obvious. Isobel is the intellec-

tual equal of any of the girls in the school, yet she is 

not included in the petty social rounds of the other young 

ladies who have the "magnetism that she lacked." When she 

hcars of a girl who has had sensual relations with an ad-

miring male on the outside, Isobel is somewhat shocked and 

envious at the same time: "Por after all, as she said to 

herself, what was life forî To die an old maid? No mar-

riage? Wo love life? If only some reasonably attractive 

suitor would appear!" (54) At this point, Isobel, re-

flecting that "she was nearly twenty ycars old, and life 

presented nothing but a dreary picture" (15^), can see 

littJe that iife has to offer for her. After graduation 

from Llewellyn and bcfore her appointment as instructor, 

Isobei is "miserably unhappy" at home, "witnessing the joyc 

of the sensuous world about her and yet too feersome and 
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restrained to affront convention In any way" (193). Still, 

Isobel finds her place in the natural order of things and 

she Is never a trial to her parents. Rather she is a re-

flection of the high ideals which hopefully were to guide 

the other members of the family and she, along with Btta, 

is the kindest of Solon»s and Benecia's children. 

A key to ^ e Barnes's essential inability to cope 

with life is revealed in the early episodes of The Bulwark 

which treat generously Solon's life as a child. Part of 

Dreiser's intention was to present a ccMnpjrehensive view of 

close-knit Quaker family pattems, and these early scenes 

of childhood, with its pristine innocence and ack of rea-

son, make understandable Solon»s naivete as Bn adult. As 

the novel opens, we are told that Solon Bames had spent 

his first ten years in Segookit, Maine, at which time his 

parents, Itafus and Hannah, moved to an area nenr Trenton, 

Hew Jersey, by the request of Hannah's sister, Phoebe Kim-

ber, who had recently lost her husband. Solon was not the 

first member of the family to be faced with the problem of 

wealth as opposed to simplicity, for Phoebe Kimber, a pros-

perous •upker widow. offered to Rufus a manner of living 

not quite in keeping with his pious notion that material 

show was a sign of vanity. Rufus, "honest and well inten-

tioned toward all." (2) soon established himself favorably 

in the Society of Priends in the New Jersey are- , but he 

was faced with the speciai conflict of the f̂ cquisitive as 
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opposed to the spiritual impulse. The conflict revolved 

part y around the restoration of an ante-bellum mansion, 

Thombroxigh, which Phoebe Kimber hoped Rufus could restore. 

Rufus's justification of the restoration was the rationali-

zation that improvement of the property would make it more 

attractive for a future buycr, even though he knew that 

Phoebe Kimber planned to will it along with some farm prop-

erty to her sister and brother-in-law. Phoebe»s anxiety to 

make the Brmeses more comfoîrtable was an effort 'to strength-

en this family bond rather than to weaken itj" Drelser's 

presentation of Phoebe's kindness and love for her sister 

and brother-in-law is one of the more heartening pictures 

of family relations in any of the nove ist»s works. 

During these years of childhood at Segookit, Solon 

was first confronted with the probl«a of evil. The (iuaker 

tenet of reverence for life in any form was accidentally 

violated by Solon when he aimed at a pine cone with a siing-

shot and accidentally killed a mother catbird who had re-

tumed to her nest to feed her four offspring. Solon was 

Just between five and six and yet, rather than be proud of 

his prowess with the slingshot, his fully deveioped moral 

conscience at this early age played upon hiîn. Significantly, 

he went to his mother for the solution of his nroblp^, She 

told hin that God would certainly forgive hi . a? she did 

at the time, for his unconsciour. error, yet even she re-

riained "not a little religiously and intellectu^lly troubled 
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by the fact that so much ill could come about accidentally 

when plainly no cruelty or evil was intended" (l8). These 

early episodes of Solon»s are important in revesling what 

was for him, in his own simplicity, an ideal family situa-

tion, yet in anticipating the day when he, as a man, would 

be equally unable to cope with the problem of evil in his 

own children because of his innocent notion that good and 

evil were absolute states rather than abstract concepts. 

It would be impossible to read The Bulwark without 

realizing that one of the novel»s major themes is the rela-

tionship of Solon with his five children. P. 0. Matthiessen 

finds Solon too much "the serious dignified father, cautious, 

humorless, a little dull."-^^ and he believes that the novel»s 

second half is mainly concemed with the tensions which oc-

cur between Solon and his two youngest chi dren, Etta and 

Stewart. Yet it is perhaps posslble that the difficulties 

of this family have been given too much attention. The 

novelist, tired of rlcturinf, futillty in his earlier works, 

presented in The Bulwark a family atmosphere characterized 

by love and devotion. Vlhcn Solon is on his deathbed, he 

esks Etta to place by his bed a motto which he had, yecrn 

earlier, brought to Benecia, The inscription is, "In 

Honor, preferring one another." Solon observes the motto 

with a look of content'̂ u nt and says, "'Riat wac. the spirit 

^%atthiessen, Theodore Dreiser, p. 2^4. 
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of our home. " 

"»And still is, Pather,» said Etta, kissing his 

broad forehead" (333). 

he Bulwark was, according to Dreiser, the hardest 

novel that he ever had to write: it took hlm thirty years 

to complete. To those readers of Dreiser who see the novel 

as the presentatjon of a vivid, if partial ideal, this last 

work holds a unique place. 



Chapter II 

The Constructive Porces of the Psmily on Characters 

Dreiser»s narrative technique was that of the old-

fashioned story te ler vrho presented hls characters bio-

graphically. The usual protagonist of Dreiser's novels is 

involved in an action which carries him from blrth to the 

grave or, in one instance, to the electric chair. Hence 

there is a considerable saturation in the character»s family 

background, which gocs far to explain later conduct. At 

least five of these families provide a constructive atnos-

phere for their children, serving, as they do, ps creators 

of sentiment, feeling, conscience, social responsibility. 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the family back-

grounds of Angela B ue, Roberta Alden, Eugene Witla, Aileen 

Butler and Prank Cowperwood. All of their parents serve as 

a sort of guidellne upon conduct Bná may, therefore, be con-

sidered constructive family units. Although they fall some-

what below the plane of the ideal, they succeed, practically 

at least, in providing for their children a re:oonsible en-

vironment. 

The American Midwestern farmer, friendiy, provin-

cial, honest, well-meajiing, is e.vítomized in the family of 

Angelp B ue in The Genius. Dreiser presented thls family 

through the eyes of Eugene during his visit to Angelr at 

her fnrr^. home in Blackpool, Wisconsin, Mrr. Blue is 

31 
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described as "a comfortable, round bodied mother of sixty."-'-̂  

Eugene sees in her the virtues which he associates with his 

own mother: "love of order and peace, love of the well be-

ing of her children, love of public respect and private honor 

and morality" (ll8). Eugene han a consciousness of the so-

cietal impact of strong characters like Mrs. Blue, his idea 

being that any form of society which has a hope of survival 

must depend in a large way upon individtuils like Angela»s 

mother, so capable, as she is, of providing "a rock to cling 

to—and not mere shifting shadow and unreality'' (ll8). Mrs. 

Blue»s impression of Eugene is favorable, for she has the 

naive notion that character is revealed in a person's coim-

tenance. Eugene»8 smiling eyes and clean-cut face convince 

her that he is the sort of person her daughter should marry, 

"a prospective son-in-law who would fulfill all the conven-

tional obligatlons joyfully and as a matter of course" (llB). 

Mrs. Blue is the mother of eight healthy children \irhom she 

has reared to be "honest, moral, end truthful" and she is 

naturally anxious that their marriage choices be based upon 

solid character as well as mutual respect and love. Her 

vision is limited, but sound. Knowing nothing of the va-

garies of humen conduct, she bases her assumptions about 

human beings on the cliches which emanate from the Sunday 

"̂ T̂heodore Dreiser, The Genius, (Clevel'nd; The 
World Publishinc Company, 1 4J), p. 117- P-£;.e numbers for 
later references are parenthesired in the text. 

file:///irhom
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school morality of rural family life. And the impression 

which she leaves on Sugene LR considerable^ his idea being 

that the finer things of life are represented by people who 

have the basic simplicity and strong raoral fiber of Angela»s 

mother. 

If Eugene's impression of Angela's mother is favor-

able^ his appreciat on of her father is without reservation. 

Jotham Blue is presented as the American farmer with a 

sense of mission, a feeling that, as a Wisconsinite, he has 

a decidedly prosperous and significant future. He announces 

to Eugene that com, apples, and grapes do well in his state, 

that the Wisconsin soil is rich in lime, carbon and sodium, 

that the chief problem of the farmer is not fertilization 

but the finding of ways to keep out bugs and weeds. Eugene 

is impressed with Mr. Blue»s knowledge of farraing. The 

artist of the canvas appreciates the artist of the soil 

whose farming venture is itself a form of creativeness. 

Eugene "liked the bigness of his conception of his state. 

. . . No petty little ground-hamessed ploughman this, but 

a farmer in the big sense of the word—a cultivator of the 

soil, with an understanding of it—an American who loved 

his state and his country" (121). Eugene finds himself 

wishing that he possessed the pristine simplicity of Jothani 

Blue, his cleanliness, strength and health. Not without a 

strong father himself, lugene nonetheless has a feeling of 

love for Mr. Blue who represents, in such an admirable way. 
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the constmctive father image. Eugene»s appraisal of the 

family is summed up by his notion that this "was a home in 

which successful children were being reared" (122). His 

appreciation of Angela's virtues is reinforced by what he 

sees of her family background. He notices that Angela»s 

brothers and sisters come home frequently, that their in-

terests are "bound up closely with the interest of the 

family as a whole" (123). One of the ironies of the novel 

centers in Eugene's premarital visit to his fiance'»s home: 

impressed though he is by Angela»s solid background, he 

takes the opportunity during this visit of insisting upon 

sexual relations. He even goes so far as to argue that her 

parents* precepts of convcntional morality weigh little in 

the modem world. One of the inconsistencies of Eugene»s 

character Is that he can appreciate the princlples of 

Angela's parents at the very time that he persuades Angela 

to violate these beliefs. 

A similar home atmosphere is provided for Roberta 

Alden in An American Tragedy. The basic difference in the 

two families is econrøaic rather than ideological: the 

Aldens are poor, the result of their efforts to eke a live-

lihood off the fungoid farm in Biltz, barely exceeding the 

level of subsistence. When Roberta retums fror Lycurgus 

and the factory for a short visit with her parents, hc 

notlces at once that her father is wearing the sæîie winter 

overcoat which he had oiíned for over a doren yerro. The 
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fam the Aldens live on is mortgaged for $2,000, the chimney 

of the house is in need of repair, "the steps were sagging 

even more than ever"t only the snows of winter could ren-

der anything picturesque about the drab and ccamnonplace 

ih 

fam. But in this dreary settlng, Roberta received, as 

a child, the warmth and affection which characterize con-

structive heme life. When she sees her mother after what 

seems an enomous absence, Roberta is conscious of the 

"years of affectionate understanding between them" (37^). 

These unexpressed emotions and moods touch "her almost to 

the point of tears" (37^). Roberta»s shame at having yielded 

physically to íîlyde Oriffiths parallels precisely Angela»6 

sense of loss of honor with Eugene: both girls feel that 

they have overstepped the guidelines provided by their 

eamest, moral, upright parents. 

Eugene»s childhood is spent in the area of Alex-

andria, Illinois. The first section of The Genius is en-

titled "Youth," and this account of the boyhood of the 

young painter has been praised rir one of the high points of 

Dreiser»s achievement. ̂ ^ Dreiser wrote that Witla»s fr̂ mily 

"̂ T̂heodore Dreiser, An American £̂gg®<̂ ŷ  (Cleveland: 
Wie Vorld Publishing Company, 194Ô;, p. 3̂ :̂ ^ Page ntnbers 
for later references are parenthesized. 

"̂ "̂The first section of The Oenius, entitled »Youth,» 
is possibly Dreiser's beot writing, full of youthful desires 
and practical hardships in the career of Eugene Witla. . . . 
Shapiro, Theodore Dreiser, p. 46. 
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is "tjrpically American and middle westem." Heither poor 

nor rich, Thoraas Jefferson Vitla is a sewing machine agent 

who makes a living ccwifortable enough to pay for a house 

and lot and to send his children to school. An industrious 

man, Mr. Witla sells insurance on the side, malntains a 

store for the display of his product, repairs outwom ma-

chines in such a burst of middle-class enterprise that he 

might have served as a model for some of Sinclair Lewis»s 

commonplace Americans. The clichê s which come straight from 

Poor Richard are applied to Mr. Witla: he is characterized 

by honesty, hard work, and thrift. Eugene»s mother, Miriara 

Witla, is pictured as a poetic soul whose apotheosis was 

achieved when she vrent, as a young girl, to Springfield to 

see Abraham Lincoln buried. Eugene's somewhat garbled name 

is Eugene Tennyson Uitla, a tribute to Mrs. V/itla's own 

brother, Eugene, and to the Victorian laureate. Eugene is 

one of three children, his two sisters, Sylvia and Myrtle, 

representing altemately the strident and retiring aspects 

of young Victorian womanhood! Sylvia is a brunette, Myrtle, 

a blond. As only son, Eugene is "the apple of his family»s 

eye, younger than either of his two sisters by two years" 

(11). His artistic proclivities are foreshadowed hy a weak 

stomach and anemia counterbalanced with a "shy, proud, sen-

sitive" temperament. Early inclined toward intellecturl 

pursuits, Eugene is allowed the leisure time to read Dickens, 

Thac-ieray, Scott, Poe, Taine, and Gibbon. Eugene»s opposition 
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to the ordinary qualities of his home is reflected through 

his attitude toward his father: 

[H]e saw his father pretty clearly. . . . He saw the 
smallness of his business . . . there was in [Eugene] 
a buming opposition to the commonplace. . , . Neither 
his father nor his mother understood him. To them 
he was a peculiar boy, dreamy, rickly, unwitting. . . 
(16). 

Regardless of Mr. Witla»s conventional limitations, however, 

he does not try to curb Sugene»s impulses or to force upon 

the lad standards repugnant to the artistic temperament. 

The relationship of father-mother-son is healthy enough, 

if somewhat limited as an ideal. Eugene finds some relief 

from his huradrum existence when he is offered a Job as t̂ rpe-

setter for the local newspaperi the drunken editor, Burgess, 

serves as a liberal figure in opposition to the narrowness 

of the aspiring artist»s own father. Eugene»s only material 

complaint where his pnrents are concemed is that they do 

not give hin much money, yet his rebellion is more against 

the bleakness of smølltown pattems than it is a revolt 

against parental authorlty. When Eugene leaves for Chicago, 

it is not without his parents» blessUi" rnd the assurance 

that he is welcome home if he ever wishes to return. vhen 

he visits his childhood home ycars later, a successful 

artist, he is accorded the Isurels bestowed by the ord nary 

parent upon the precocious child. 
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John Chamberlain, in an article entitled "Theodore 

Dreiser Remembered," writes that the "wanen of Dreiser»s 

novels are generally of two types—the uncritical, naturally 

sweet sort who give in for reasons of sympathy rather than 

of passion, and the prim, fussy daughters of the genteel."-^^ 

Qne exception to this general observation on Dreiser's 

wcanen is the Aileen Butler of The Pinancier. Rere, for 

once, is a woman of fire and individuality, strong enough 

in her love for Cowperwood to set herself in complete op-

position to the family that she cherishes and to the con-

ventions of an age which could not shut its eyes to the 

evils of adultery. She participates almost openly in an 

affair with Cowperwood and visits him in prison after he 

fails to find funds sufficient to cover his embezzlements. 

Aileen»s devout religious upbringing—she is Irish-Catholic— 

makes her independence and determination to satisfy her im-

pulses all the more surprising. i^en Cowperwood first 

meets Aileen, she is very young, Just eighteen, fresh home 

from St. Agatha»s, a Cntholic convent school. She is the 

favorite child of Edward Malia Butler, her væalthy but un-

cultivated Irish immigrant father. 

Dreiser»s delineation of the Butler family ±z one 

of his rríre attempts at Dickensian caricature. Mr. and 

Mrc. Bi3tier»s enomous financial success has not altered 

•̂ •̂ John Chamberlriii, "Theodore Dreiser Rfflnembercd, 
The Stnture of Theodore Dreiser, p. 128. 
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the family»s basically sirrple view of existence. They pro-

vide their children with a wholesome family etmosphere in 

which their main attempt is the inculcation of Catholic dog-

mas ená the maintenance of healthy^ happy modes of conduct. 

One of Drei8er»s better comic scenes occurs at the family 

dinner table. Here the children argue good naturedly %7ith 

their parents in the hopes that the father will build a 

family mansion, but he insists that their simple home is 

good enou^ for him and therefore good enough for his chil-

dren. Mrs. Butler treats every member of the fami y, in-

cluding her husband, as if he were a child: she is the 

very soul of motherhood, and her husband, in tum, tries to 

shield her from any sort of unpleasantness. The Butlcrs 

sometimes employ the Irish brogue: thus Aileen is a "foine 

girl." 

When Edward Butler discovers Ai een»s liaison v/ith 

Cowpenrood, he receives the ftrst blow of his mortal life 

and he never fully recovers. His knowledge of Aileen»s 

duplicity comes throtigh a spiteful note written by rn un-

signed, Jealous acquaintance of his daughter»s. As he pre-

sents the note to Aileen, she attempts to sldetr- ck his 

suspicions by a show of bravado, but he sees to the point: 

•'He read throiish her eager defiance to the guilty truth. ' 

17«rheodore Dreiser, The Financier, (Cleveland: The 
World Publishing Company, 1940), p. Pib. Later page refer-
ences will be parenthesized. 
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Butler»s attitude toward lieen is a curious mixture of 

anger and sorrow. He reminds her of her obligations to her 

fsmlly, of her reputation in the city of Philadelphia. But 

it is clear that he is shamefaced that a daiighter of his, 

with her sober and unpretentious upbringing, could fall so 

low in an area of conduct which, to his way of thinking, 

is a deadly sin. As he says to her, "Don»t destroy your 

immortal soul. Don»t break my heart entirely" (219). It 

is difficult to recreate the mood of grief which Dreiser 

solidly achieved in his presentation of a simple, loving 

father whose life»s concem is the genuine welfare of his 

childrm. The pity of the relationship is that Butler 

loves Aileen so deeply: had he not cared, he could never 

have taken the measures he nteted upon Prank Cowperwood in 

his effort to gain revenge. To him, revenge for the de-

stroyed honor of his child is a sacred obligation. "I»ll 

drive him out of Philadelphy, if it takes the last dollar 

I have in the world" (219), he says to himseif, and drive 

him out of Philadelphia he does, straight into a prison 

cell. Butler»s one real breach of parental tact is hir: 

spying i^on Aileen: he sends a detective in her tracks 

and finølly uncovers her in o house of convenience îrhere 

he finds her in the arms of her lover. He is not ignorant 

of his lack of fatherly courtesy in running Alleen down as 

if she were a î olf at bay, but this ic just one of those 

raany scenes of stress in which Dreiser pulls aside the 
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curtains which hide the guilty lover. It has no real bear-

ing on the father-daughter relationship, smacking as It does 

of Polonius and Ophelia, for the maneuver is entirely in-

consistent with Edward Butler's ordinarily generous regard 

for his children*s privacy and self-respect. 

The one remaining constructive family relationship, 

the parental involvement of the Henry Worthington Cowperwoods 

vd.th their son, Prank, illustrates a point which has already 

been made by Thomas K. Whipple: 

We must be told everything about every character, 
no matter how minor—where and when he was bom, 
what sort of house he lives in, what artic es of 
fumiture he has in it and what is their material 
and design, what his business is, and whether he 
is nrospering, how often he goes to church, and so 

The Cowperwood femily may safely be labelled constructive 

simply because it never rises above the level of raaterial-

istic expediency. The conclusion about the survival of the 

fittest which the young boy, Prank, draws while watching 

the actions of the lobster and the squid is the result of 

his very conservative family background. His father, a 

teller in a Philadelphia bank, is described as "the soul of 

caution," a man so aabitious to ascend the social ladder 

that "he was careful of whom or with whom he talked" (2). 

Vfhen the father becomes mildly prosperous, he feeds hic 

l^Thomas K. Vbipple, "Aspects of a P-thfinder," 
The Statui>Q of TheocJore Dreiser, p. 97. 
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favorite child, Prank, the ordinary pletitudes which might 

pass for thought with a would-be financier. The real dif-

ference between Prank end his father is not viewpoint, but 

brains: Frank has the cunning to fulfill the ambitions 

which the old man has set forth for him. When Cowperwood 

fails during the temporary panic which closed the banks of 

Philadelphia, he thinks with concem of his father, to whom 

he is "drawn by ties of flesh and blood. He liked his 

father. He sympathlzed with his painstaking effort to get 

up in the world. He could not forget that as a boy he had 

had the loving sympathy and interest of his father" (195). 

The result of Prank»s implication in the embezzlement of 

funds causes his father the first real grief of his life: 

so struck with shame is the old patriarch that he resigns 

his own position at the bank. 

During Cowperwood»s boyhood, his growth is described 

through "years of what might be called a comfortable and 

happy family existence. Buttonwood Street, where he spent 

the first ten years of his life, was a lovely place for a 

boy to live" (7). Mrs. Cowperwood is pictured as a woman 

of a plain religious temperament. She is prim and matter-

of-fact and takes seriously her matemal obligations— 

seriously, that is, within the reelms of conventional con-

duct. Her mind, never violated by what raight even remotely 

be called an idea, is orderly and ccanfortable. She blandly 

ignores her husband's ^cquisitive impulses, assunlng. 
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perhaps, that God»s favorite children should be the stewards 

of wealth as well as repositories of virtues like honor, 

charity, and love. The fitting repayment for years of 

flaccid motherhood is never known by Mrs. Cowperviood: Frank 

has his initiation with women in a house of ill-repute, not 

a surprising beginning for one of fiction»s greatest lovers. 

Yet there is nothing really déstructive in Prank»s back-

ground. It is just an undiscriminating, apple-pie sort of 

existence, a argely fortuitous preparation for the hero»s 

deft ability to collect art objects in one hand while he 

maneuvers city funds in the other. Føjnilies like the Cow-

perwoods which merely fulfill the letter of conduct and omit 

the spirit of family unity lead naturally into the major 

thrøie of this study: the destructive aspects of the fami y 

caused by a variety of forces within the family complex. 



PART THREE 

INHEPENT, SELF-DESTRUCTIVE ELEMENTS IN THE PAMILY 

PATTERN—THE PHICTION OP PAMILY DYHAMICS 

Chapter I 

Drei8er»s Marriages 

In a short story entitled "Marriage—Por One," 

Dreiser presented one of many ironical marriage relation-

ships in which he Feemed intent on proving that the p?rtner 

in the marrlage who glves end loves the î.iost is often the 

loser. Wray, a clerkly, efficient soul believes that in 

this life the good are rewarded and the wicked are punished: 

"In short, there was such a thing as approximate Justice.""^^ 

Wray's adamantine convictions extend to the realm of love 

and marriage: he believes that one should understand some-

thlng about women, that he should be reasonably sure he 

loves her. Yet even with these virtues intact, the would-be 

husband should ' e careful not to "marry a girl . . . too 

narrow and conventional, one who would . . . be full of 

prejudices. He was for the intelligent and practical ?nd 

liberal girl, if he could find her, one who was his mental 

equal" (309). 

^^ tieodore Dreiscr^ "Marriage—Por Qne," in The Best 
Short Stories of lieQdQre Dreiser, with rn introduction by 
James T. Parrell, (Cleveland: TKe World Publishing Corinmy, 
1956), p. 308. Page numbers for later references are paren-
thesized. 
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Wray considers himself fortunate when he falls in 

love with Bessie, a girl "still very much in leash to the 

instructions and orders and tenets of her home and her 

church and her family circles, three worlds as fixed and 

definite and worthy and respectable in her thought" (309) 

as one could hope a woman might believe in. Bessie's in-

nocence is seen by Wray as a challenge to his superior 

understanding. He will show Bessie the values of culture; 

he will mold her into his higher realm of values. llie 

irony of the marriage is the fact that Bessic soon finds 

her husband ?? bore, her own intellectual inferior whose 

stodgy ways meke it impossible for her to fulfill the let-

ter of the marriage contract. And so she leaves, only to 

have Wray persuade her to retum "by offering her such terms 

as she would accept, and then, in order to bind her to him, 

he was to induce her to have a chlld" (313). After the 

child is bom, Bessie is as dissatisfied as ever, for be-

tween her and her husband "there was alweys that hiatus 

that lies between those who think or dreera a little and 

those who aspire and dream much" (3l4). Bessie is as "in-

tensely desirous of being free" as Wray is "desirous of 

holding her." After Bessie finally leaves with their child, 

Wray confides to the first-person narrator of the story 

that she had even tried to poison him, that her efforts to 

free herself involved another man. P^ná thus, the narrator 

concludes, "this is love, for one at least. .̂n i thir is 
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marriage, for one at least" (319). 

Dreiser's bittemess toward marriage resulted from 

his own relationship with Sallie White, whose Puritan ways 

brought out rather than repressed the libertine in her hus-

band. Yet the pattem of the many marriages that fail in 

Dreiser^s fiction is clearly set in the simple story "Mar-

riage—Por One." The one who loves is the one \iho loses, 

for usually his love is an insidious kind of leech attach-

ment, the object of affection being coerced in some way. 

î^e first of these marriage ties in Dreiser's fiction Is 

the bigamous marriage of Hurstwood and Sister Carrie. 

Hurstwood fails to give Carrie the material or moral sup-

port \irtiich might have made living with him bearable. As 

the relationship unfolds, Hurstwood reverts to the position 

ordinarily enjoyed by the wife: he does the household 

chores and allows Carrie to make the couple's living. Such 

a situation makes the disintegration of the marriage tie 

inevitable. Two other marriages in Dreiser»s novels which 

fo low the same pattem are those of Angela Blue-Eugene 

Witla and Aileen Butler-Prank Cowperwood. In the "trilogy 

of desire" and The Qenius, however, it is the wives who 

depend in far too emotional a way upon their husbands: 

Angela and Aileen»s affections for their husbands are so 

parasitical that they send their overcharged mates on a 

round of extra-marital relationshix^s rareiy exceeded in 

American fiction in ntensity or in number. 

file:///irtiich
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On the surface it appears that George Hurstwood 

gives up a great deal in leaving a solid position and bal-

anced homelife in the effort to fulfill an erotic relation-

ship with the humble Carrie Meeber. Behind the appearances, 

though, the reader is shown a loveless marriage in which 

Hurstwood»s sole function is to provide a cruel, inane wife 

and two insipid children with money for the fulfillment of 

their wtiims. The wonder of Hurstwood»s initial marriage 

relationshlp is not that he trifles on his wife, but that 

he waits as long as he does to try to find something better. 

The explanation for yeers of faithfulness is. of course, 

not love, but expediency. As manager of Pitzgerald and 

Moy»s, a "resort," which is a facile term for saloon, Hurst-

wood has to be discreet: "He could not ccMnplicate his home 

life, because it might affect his relations with his em-

ployers. They wonted no scandals. A man, to hold his posi-

tion, must have a dignified manner, a clean record, a re-
„20 

spectable home anchorage-

Julia Hurstwood is presented as a would-be society 

woman: despicable in her self-seeking way, she is more a 

caricature than a fully rea l?.ed character. Her attitude 

toward her husband is that of someone who knows ror etb/'ng 

which she is constantly holding back. Though she does not 

^^Theodore Dreiser, Sister Corrie, (Cleveland: The 
World Publishing Company, 1927}> PP. ^(-'^' PpfSe numbers 
for itrter references are parenthesized. 
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ordinarily stoop to argument, without reason, she leaves 

her husband with the impression that she can pull the strings, 

and so she can, for Hurstwood has foolishly made over his 

property, his investments in real estate, to his wife. Moti-

vation for Hurstwood»s affair is provided by Drelser»s pic-

ture of a sterile home atmosphere: 

Such an atmosphere could hardly come under the cate-
gory of hc ne life. It ran along by force of habit, 
by force of conventional opinion. With the lapse 
of time it must necessarily become dryer and dryer— 
must eventually be tinder, easily ligíited rnd de-
stroyed. (100) 

Only once are we shown Mrs. Hurstwood's vicious nature: in 

the scene in which she tells Hurstwood that, because of his 

infatuation wlth another v/oman, she is through with him. 

Her suspicions of Hurstwood»s affair with Carrie are bcsed 

on circumstantial evidence, the report of her neighbor, a 

physician, who tells her of Hurstwood»s carriage ride with 

another woman. She is described as P. pythoness in humour" 

(239), and she is the first of three women In Dreiser»s 

novels who are prone to hysteria when the chips are down. 

(The other two are Angela and Aileen). Her action <''-?;pinst 

her husband is swift and final: a day or two later he ir 

presented with divorcc proceedings, And so the reader is 

shown that when Hurstwood leaves hls home, there was really 

no home to leave. 
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The unsuccessful relationship of Hurstwood and Carrie 

Is foreshadowed by his initial deception. Introduced to Car-

rie by Drouet, the drummer who seduced her and made her his 

mistress, Hurstwood realised thet Carrle is not, after all, 

Mrs. Drouet, and he is so attracted to her that he deter-

mines to wrest her affections from her paramour to himself. 

But he fails to tell her that he is a married man, a fact 

which Carrie is left to leam from Drouet. One of the many 

ironles of the novel is that Carrie's sense of decency is 

shocked when she realizes that she has fallen in love with 

a married man while, at the same time, she is not in the 

east perturbed at being Drouet»s mistress.^^ She leams 

too late that Hurstwood is married, for by this time her 

interest io assured, his superior manners making him seem 

to her a better man than the slick druramer with whom she 

lives. Carrie»s articulation of the situation is a reflec-

tion of hers and Hurstwood»s passion. In comparing Drouet 

?l 
The ease with which Carrie and Jennie Gerhardt 

slip into the status of the kept woman reflects several bio-
graphical facts about Dreiser. During the Drelser family»s 
many vicissitudes, Sarah Dreiser desperate y moved her chii-
dren to Vincennes, where they lived over the fire house: 
"to her constemation . . . another part of the same r̂ û r-
ters served as a brothel" (Matthiessen, Theodore Dreiser, 
p. 9). One of Dreiser»s sisters was seduced by a prominent 
lawyer in Terre Haute. When the Dreisers moved to Evansville 
at Paul Drerr-er's Invitrítion, the family leamed, to their 
dismay, that Paul was conducting a flamboyant affair with 
the madam of the local house of prostitution. With such 
loose arrangements a paart of the texture of his childhood, 
it is no wonder that Dreiser was ab e to portray sex so 
casually in his fiction, to picture heroines who drifted 
unthinkingly into unthinkable relr^tionships. 
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to Hurstwood, she mcOces the following notation in the lat-

ter's favor: "His passion was real and warm" (223). Qne 

of Dreiser's problems in writing the novel was to find a 

way to convince the reader that Hurstwood and Carrie are 

attracted to each other without violating the conventions 

of "Howellsian timidity' conceming presentation of sexual 

attraction. Uhder the spell of erotic passion, Hurstwood 

loses hls reasoning capacities and is determined to have 

Carrie at any cost: "He would make a tiy for Paradise, 

whatever might be the result. He would be happy, by the 

lord, if it cost all honesty of statement, all abandonment 

of truth" (225). Such a pasGionate involvement was almost 

unknown to the novels of Dreiser's age, but the domination 

of passion over intellect is an important element in under-

standing the motivation for Hurstwood»s rash action of 

stealing from his employers. 

Hurstwood's second deception involves his and Car-

rie»s flight from Chicago. He tells her that Drouet is sick 

in a hospital and that he is taking Carrie to see her former 

lover. To Carrie»s surprise, she finds herself on a train 

bound for Montreal before she even realizes wii-̂t has hr-n-

pened. After her initial protest, though, she accepts her 

new adventure with equanimity, an rcceptance which is a re-

iteration of her habit of embarking on any new e >i80de with 

a measure of hope. "Perhaps she would be happy" (305), she 

muses in a way reflective of the fact that hers is "only cn 
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average little conscience" (103). Hurstwood practices two 

other deceptions upon Carrie: he does not tell her that 

he has stolen money from his employers, and he involves her 

in a bigamous marriage in Montreal, ^ere they are united 

by a Baptist minister as Mr. and Mrs, Qk!orge Wheeler, Later, 

when Garrie remlnds Hurstwood that he married her, he retorts 

that he did not, but the sordidness of their bigamous liaison 

does not trouble Carrie's average little conscience. 

Carrie»s objection to Hurstwood is based upon his 

inability to provide her with the material things for which 

she had hoped. At first, after their arrival in New York, 

Carrie displays her domestic tendencies by being a good 

cook, making biscuits, trying to make Hurstwood happy. Her 

dissatisfaction stems from her unfavorable comparison of her 

own material possessions with those of Mrs. Vance, who lives 

in the neighboring flat. Ever the opportunist, Carrie meets 

Mr. Ames, a cousin of Mrs. Vance»s who offers a finer view 

of life than Carrie has been accustcaned to. Ames encourages 

Carrie to assume a career as an actress at the very time 

that Hurstwood's complete financial failure has becono a 

reality. Hurstwood's inability to provide rent and food is 

an intolerable thom in Carrie»s side. Once she succeedfî 

in New York as an actress, her home situation becomes un-

bearable by the veiy contrast of her success with Hurstwood»s 

failure: 
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So changed was her state that the h<»ne atmosphere 
became intolerable. It was all poverty and trouble 
there, or seemed to be, because it was a load to 
bear. It became a place to keep away from. (445) 

Arthur Miller, in defining the tragedy of the com-

mon man, believes that tragedy occurs when a man»s dignity 

is threatened. " If one accepts Miller's criterion, Hurst-

wood»s loss of pride allies him with tragic humanity. Cer-

tainly no character was ever created for whom the adage 

that the wages of sin are death would better apply. Once 

Hurstwood realizes the enormity of his mistake and the prob-

ability of a miserable future, he is beaten. He makes 

several attempts to find something to do, but all of these 

efforts are futile. A Job which he lands as janitor in the 

basement of a hotel is terminated when he becomes sick with 

influenza. His pitiful attempt to rxxn a coal car during a 

strike meets with reprisals from the strikers and the kind 

of condemnation that a man of Hurstwood»s erstwhile dignity 

cannot accept. The ruling passion which made dignity, 

friendship, honor, family loyalty cone to nothing is fully 

punished by the enslaughts of existence which Hurstwood is 

unprepared and unabie to face. One of the ironies of Hurst-

wood»s situation is that his flrst wife's iack of loyalty 

is paralleled by Carrie»s; after Carrie leaves Hurstwood, 

?2 
See Sheila Huftel»s chapter on Death of a Saler-

man in Arthur Miller: The Buming Glass, (New York: The 
liadel Press, 19C)5), pp. 103-1247 
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she feels a certain amoiint of remorse but makes no inquiry 

conceming his welfare. As Dreiser noticed, "Everything 

about poverty was terrible" (371). 

When Hurstwood left his wife and family, it was 

with the attitude of one who planned never to look back. 

How that poverty has become a way of life with him, however, 

he looks upon his older ties with a sense of wonder: "[H]e 

began to wonder what [Julia Hurstwood] was doing, how his 

children were getting along. He could see th«3i living as 

nicely as ever, occupying the comfortable house and using 

his property" (373). In the scene in which Hurstwood re-

places the coal strikers, he finds a bed in the railroad 

yards. In this miserable situation, his very dreams are of 

the home he has left: 

He had been back in Chicago in fancy, in his own com-
fortable home. Jessica had been arranging to go 
somevdiere, and he had been talking with her about 
it. This was so clear in his mind, that he was 
startled now by the contrast of this room. He 
raised his head, and the cold, bitter reality Jar-
red him into wakefulness. (46l) 

One of the final ironies of the novel is that at the very 

time Hurstwood is dylng, Dreiser shows us a little scene in 

which Hurstwood's dauiíhter m. \ imer wife are in a Pullman 

car headed for Rome. Jessica is now married to money, and 

Dreiser makes devastating the materialistic pride which 

Mrs. Hurstwood feels in having married her daughter suc-

cessfully—conceming "success," her only criterion is 
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money—at the very time that, unknown to her, her husband 

is all but daad of starvation on the streets of New York. 

Safely ensconced in her Pullman car, Mrs. Hurstwood is still 

the leech living off her husband»s eamings. The disinte-

gration of the marriage tie, the fai ure of love in the 

American family, were at no point in Dreiser»s career bet-

ter presented than in his first novel. 

Since The Genius is a study of the tensions of the 

artist in conflict with conventional attitudes, it is of 

paramoiint importance to include in any discussion of the 

novel Dreiser»s ideas on creativeness. To Dreiser, the 

artist was a free soul not boxind by the ordinary conventions 

of society. The point is made with Eugene Witla thet his 

very genius depended in part upon his being free to break 

the rules which govem ordinary people. After Eugene»s 

seduction of Ruby Kenny in Chicago, his perceptions as a 

painter grow stronger: he sees life in greater depth and 

DersDective. The search of Eugene for ideal love is renin-

iscent of the Shelleyan idea that two people who love each 

other need not be bound by a marriage tie. Despite the ai)-

parent paradox, true love is tantamount to freedom. Eugene 

Witla understands these lofty attitudes very well, but hic 

glands get in the way: when he meets Angela Blue, five 

years older than he, the very condensation of Midwestem 

nrovinciality dressed in immaculate whlte, he knows for the 

first time what it is to bum in this life. HÍD obsession 
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for Angela is perhaps not purely sexual, but it is almost 

that. He must have this woman, whatever the cost. Like 

Hurstwood before him, he is the slave of erotic passion and 

his powers of reasoning leave him when he is in the presence 

of the angel. Angela»s purity prevents her yielding to the 

man she loves until she extracts from him a promise of mar-

riage. As Dreiser pictures the situation (and for once with 

admirable understatement), "she had exacted a promise of 

marriage—not urgently, and as one who sought to entrap 

him, but with the explanation that otherwise life must end 

in disaster for her" (I83). Since The Genius is by all 

critical consent one of the most autobiographical of Drei-

ser«s novels, it is perhaps a bit of wishful thinking on 

the novelist»s part that a woman would eontemplate suicide 

if rejected by the attractive artist. And Angela is not 

the first to have been pitifully obsessed with Eugene. 

When he left Ruby Kenny, he received a pathetic letter from 

her, the postscript of which was, "Oh, Eugene, I wish I were 

dead" (104). The tragedy of the relationship between Eu-

gene and Angela is that, by his very disposition, he is in-

capable of lasting attachment to any woman. Once he has 

seduced Angela, he is satisfied and through. He retums 

from her farm in Wisconsin to New York, barely writing to 

her for a year and a half. Only through sense of obliga-

t ion does he finally marry Angela: by the time they reach 

the altar, his love for her is dead. 
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At a point when Eugene's pr<»nÍscuous relations with 

Ruby Kenny are waning, the conflict between pure and sensual 

love is articulated by Bugene. Having read Ruby»s letter, 

Kugene is reminded of Angela: "He did not see how, in the 

face of so great and clean a love as hers, he could go on 

with Ruby" (105). As an artist, Eugene will always be at-

tracted both by the purely sensual and the aesthetically 

ideal: 

This conflict of emotions was so characteristic of 
Eugene's nature . . . that he was an idealist by 
temperament, in love with the aesthetic, in love 
with love , . . and here was no permanent faith in 
him for anybody—except the impossible she. (1)5) 

Here is the conflict of the squeamish Midwestem standards 

of a small town boy with the urgent tensions which a yoting 

raan feels in presence of an attractive woman. 

According to the Victorian standards of the vir-

tuous woman, Angela possesses the positive qualities of the 

Sallie White whc»ii Dreiser courted and married. Reared on 

a Wisconsin farm, Angela "had a distinct preference for 

those vrtio conducted themselves according to given standards 

of propriety" (65). When Eugene invites her to come to 

Chicago, he notices that Angela represents "a country hom.e, 

something like his own, a nice simple country to\m, nice 

people" (81). Before she leaves Chicago in December, he 

almost proposes to her, for he **was afraid that he would 

lose her, and he knew that she would make any man an idenl 
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wife" (81). The problem with Angela is not that she is not 

good enoucpfi, but that she is conventionally too good for 

someone of Eugene's shifting moods and affections. Her 

ideas are too limited: to her **marriage was a fixed thing. 

She believed in one life and one love" (82). Because of 

the very virtues of a simple backgroimd which would have 

made Angela an ideal wife for one man, she is the wrong 

wife for Eugene. No sooner has he taken her across the 

threshold than she begins to suspect slights. £ugene*s 

failure to introduce her to his artist friends is an over-

sight on hls part, but to Angela it is incriminating evi-

dence of lack of marital affection. She is the whining, 

nagging wife, constantly remindful of Eugene»s obligations, 

ever conscious of neglect, a clinging vine, an obsessive, 

jealous woman. 

At the point of Eugene»s and Angela»s marriage in 

Buffalo, Dreiser wrote that Eugene "went to his marriage 

as a man goes to fulfil an uncomfortable social obligation" 

(198). He is unable to face the social theory that marriage 

is for life, BO he rambles scMnewhat shamefaced y into his 

relationship with the mistaken notion that if all does not 

go well, there may be a way out. What he does not count 

on is the all-inclusiveness of the marriage contract in 

Angela»s eyes. She is willing to live with Eugene under 

the worst of circumstances; he is doubtful of living with 

her under the best. When she meets Eugene»s friend and 
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patron of the arts, Miriam Whitaaore, Angela is conscious of 

the difference between herself and a New York society woman 

with artistic inclinations. The result of the meeting, in 

Kugene»s presence, is the age-old resort to tears and a 

furious accusation: "Don»t touch me! Don't come near me! 

. . . You don»t love me. You haven»t treated me right at 

all since I»ve been here. You haven't done anything that 

you should have done. She insulted me openly to my face" 

(216). This is the first of seemingly a thousand scenes in 

the novel in which Angela resorts to tears to achieve her 

effect on her husband. And this is the one way that she can 

strike home, for Eugene, the outwardly honorable, masculine 

spirit, is uncomfortable in the presence of an emotional 

woman. 

Dreiser»s picture of Angela and Eugene is so closely 

modelled on his own marriage that the bond between husband 

and wife assumes more complexity in The Genius than in any 

other novel that he ever wrote. With Angela»s dc»nestic in-

terests and certain sexual appeal for Eugene, there are many 

moments of happiness experienced by the young couple. Eu-

aane realizes Angela^s woarth when he brings M. Charles, an 

art entrepreneur, hame with him. M. Charles congratulates 

Eugene upon a happy home, and Exigene reflects of Angela: 

"This was your true wife for you, your good woman. Her 

husband»s success meant al to her. She had no life of her 

own--nothing outside of him and his good fortune" (233)-
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Such utter dependence upon the all-providing male could 

ecareely offend anyone's ego. 

But Angela»s tendencies toward martyrdom make her 

a bore to her husband, irtio is constantly reminded of his 

obligations. When Angela discovers the pieces of a love 

note left by Carlotta Wilson to Eugene, she reverts to the 

conventional hysterics of the woman who is all betrayed 

virtue and generosity: 

And Eugene! The Dog! The Scoundrel! The Vi e 
coward! The traitor! Was there no decency, no 
morality, no kindness, no gratitude in his soul? 
After all her patience, all her suffering, all her 
loneliness, her poverty. To treat her like this' 
(372) 

Angela's emotional immaturity may be compared unfavorably 

to Naggie Verver»s larger understanding in Henry James»s 

The Qolden Bowl. When Maggie discovers that her husband 

is having an affair with her schoolgirl friend, Charlotte 

Stant, who is now married to Maggie»s father, Maggie faces 

the situation v/ith considerable insight. Instead of attack-

ing her husband for his lack of faith, Maggie conceals the 

adulterous relationship from her father and tries to 

strengthen her family ties through a generous concem for 

all of the characters involved. She assmes that her hus-

band's waywardness Is partly her ovm fault since she has 

neglected him in order to be almost conntantly -1 her 

father»s side. By the use of inte ligence and underst'-nd-

iiig* then, Maggle regains her huGbnnd»3 devotion o.nú nddr. 
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for herself another dimension in his eyes: respect. Angela, 

by contrast, is so concemed with her own happiness that she 

is unable to see the selfishness involved in her all too 

frequent complaints or the lack of honor in her sneaking 

through her husband's mail to find letters written to him 

by women he had known before his marriage. Qne of these 

letters was from Christina Channing, the young singer who 

was one of Eugene's premarital lovers. Rather than be 

ashamed of herself for not minding her own business, Angela 

gives vent to feelings of betrayed honor and loyalty: "And 

here was she married to a man who, even in the days of hls 

miost ardent wooing, had been deceiving her" (258). It is 

small wonder that Eugene feels "keenly the pathos involved 

in this picture of decaying love" (259). 

H. L. Mencken said of Ihe Genius that it is "»as 

gross and shapeless as Bri3uihilde.» ~̂  Certainly the novel 

is something of a literary curiosity, so attenuated and 

prolix in its mawkish immaturity as to revolt the reader, 

at certain points, almost to the state of nausea. In 1916, 

a year after the novel was published, it was read by a 

Baptist minister from Clncinnati, who notified John S. 

Sumner, secretary of the Westem Society for the Prevention 

of Vice, of the extremely salacious nature of the novel. 

The battle which followed is one of the legends of American 

•̂̂ Quoted from Matthiespen, Theodore Dreiser, p. 160. 
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censorship, for the vice mongers found in the novel no less 

24 
tnan seventy-five lewd and seventeen profane passages. 

Of €K)iirse, the hopeful reader finds nothing lewd or profane, 

his objections to the work being based on its awkwardness 

and basic incongruity. Dreiser's notion that too frequent 

sexual Indulgence could drive one to the point of insanlty 

is a theme which is related to the hideous marriage rela-

tionships of Angela Blue and Eugene Witla. Dreiser presents 

Angela as a vroman so eager for the marriage bed as to be 

suggestive of Hamlet»s mother. After years of self-denial, 

she approaches iiarriage "with a cumulative and intense 

passion" (245). Perhaps it vras the very notion of the post-

Victorian woman»s enjoyment of the sexual act, even if within 

the hallowed grounds of matjrimony, that so offended the pmid-

ish ignorance of certain representatives of early twentieth-

century American life. At any rate, Dreiser described the 

relations of Angela and Eugene as "a prolonged riot of in-

dulgence" (245), and this very situation is one of the sore 

spots in their marriage. Por Eugene, too often bet̂ feen the 

sheets, loses his sense of color and balance and tums from 

his painting to look at life itself as "unimportant and 

death a relief" (246). The nervous condition which develops 

causes him to be even more regretful of his marriage, "tfclB 

^ An account of the censorship of this novel is con-
tained in Swanberg»s biography, pp. 203-206. 
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yoke which he had put about his neck" (26o). îlnder such 

mlserable clrcumstances and with his creativeness vanishing, 

Eugene has the idea that life is "veiy dark and û ,ly'̂  (26I). 

Many readers of Drelser have fo\md the idea of sexual over-

indulgence as a detriment to artistic inspiration so ab-

surd that they have concluded, with F. 0. Matthiessen, that 

The Genius "is Dreiser»s poorest novel."^ 

The real failure of the novel rests with its fona-

lessness and not its ideas. Based on the novelist»s ovm 

experience, he Qenius reflects Dreiser's difficulty in de-

tachlng himself from his material. He, too, had experienced 

the disgust which follows overindulgence with a waaian nei-

ther loved nor respected, but he did not know how to create 

a character who could convince the reader of his own feel-

ings. When the character»s attitude toward his wife ±r one 

of boredom, the reader becomes bored. After Angela's death 

in childbirth, the reader is relieved, for her pmdishness 

in other matters somehow never squared with her attitudes 

about life after the li^ts were out, In short, The Geniun 

has as a major theme the uglier, more destructive aspectr, 

of the marriage relationship. It is í̂ nother picture of 

marriage for one, of love for one. The extrí'Ví gance of the 

marriage conflict reveals the tension within Dreiser hiri-

self because of his own provinci^l background, with its 

^Matthiessen, Theodore Dreiser, p. 159-
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ideas of the sanctity of the marriage vow as opposed to the 

personal notion that the artist, as creator, cannot be bound 

by the shackles of ordlnary people. As H. L. Mencken suc-

cinctly views the dilemma: 

The truth about Dreiser is that he is still in the 
transition stage between Christian Endeavor and 
civilization, between Warsaw, Indiana, and the 
Socratic grove, between being a good American and 
being 0 free man, and so he sometimes vacillates 
perilously between a moral sentimentalism and a 
somewhat extravagant revolt.^° 

Alfred Kazin observes that in "The Genius 
. . . 

Dreiser was writing too close to the bone of his marital 

troubles.''" ̂  The lack of objectivity which somewhat vitiates 

Dreiser»s presentation of marriage in his most sensational 

novel Is supposedly correeted in the "trilogy of desire." 

But the very ob^Jections of Angela Blue are repeated by 

Aileen Butler once she becomes Trank Cowperwood»s wife. She 

is described in the opening scenes of The Titan as "a fool 

of love, a spoiled child, a family pet, amorous, eager, af-
28 

fectionete, the type so strong a man would natur lly like. ' 

It is with some dissatisfaction that one reads of the Aileen 

26 
H. L. Mencken, "The Dreiser Bugaboo," The Vtature 

of Tlieodore Dreiser, p. 90, 
27 
Alfred Kazisi, General Introduction to he Titan, 

(New York: Dell Publishing Co,, 1959), p. 15. 
' Thcûdore Dreiser, The Titan, (Clevelcjid: The 

World PubliGhing Company, 1925). p. ^. Page numbers in 
later references are parenthesized. 
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Butler of The Financier and then of the other Aileen, the 

Alleen Cowperwood of the novels which follow. Por the 

qualities which made her a marvelous character in the ear-

lier work—independence, devotion to an ideal love, fear-

lessness, frankness, youthful imagination, sincerity—are 

abandoned In the novels which follow. The reader is shown 

the remnant of a marriage and Aileen is tumed into a 

vicious, self-seeking, hysterical, drunken woman. The 

truth of the matter is that Dreiser created two characters: 

Aileen Butler and Aileen Cowperwood, and other than their 

same red hair, there is little resemblance between these 

two creations. 

Certainly a big proportion of the marriage failure 

of Aileen and Cowperx̂ ood is explained by the shalloxmcss of 

both of their views of life. Cowperwood, with a prison 

record to live down, still e:q>ects that money will buy his 

way into the social world of the raw, westem Chicago which 

he chooses as the new scene for his enormous financial ad-

ventures. And Aileen^ too, is obsessed with the idea of 

some sort of social triumph, her notion being that this is 

the only means by which she can "justify herself to herself" 

and to Cowperwood. Both Aileen and Covíperwood feel thet a 

new mansion and invitations extended to the elite of Chi-

cago will assure them a rung on the social ladder, but, of 

course, the objections ^rc still there—Aileen is too r,puche, 

"too rich in her entourage, too showy" (17) -̂ nd Cowpervíood 
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has his old Jail record and a divorce proceedings to live 

down, both of which place him in a somewhat shadowy position, 

When Aileen»8 invitations to aftemoon teas are ignored by 

the social snobs, she tums, with increasing frequency, to 

the bottle. She is characterized by her raucous voice and 

ample, vulgar flgure. Cowperwood, largely responsible for 

Aileen»s social failure, secludes her frcHn his confidence 

with the small notion "that there was a marked difference 

between hlm and Aileen intellectually and spiritually" (107). 

One searches in vain either for Cowperwood»s erudition or 

spiritual nature. The one positive point of the relation-

ship is sexual affinity: "frankly, pagan pascion in these 

two ran hlgh" (55 )> but Dreiser reminded his reader that 

Cowperwood had already gorged his physical appetite with 

Aileen for a number of years before their marriage. Like 

the insatiable Witla before hlm, Cov/perwood soon tires of 

his wife and begins his first extramerital adventure in a 

cheap and sordid mianner: having caught the eye of a woman 

who appeals to him, he gives her an unsigned note and she 

appears the next day at his hotel room. They satisfy their 

appetites without so much as introducing themselven to each 

other. With this initial breaking of the marriage bon !, 

the Faustian Cowperwood is once more av̂ tride the merr.v~r,o-

round of mad pursuits which characterize him throughout his 

life. And this is D/ciser's strcng man, the financial 

genius whom the reader is supposed to hold in such awe: 
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after several roundabout chapters of sex and financial en-

terprise, one is rwidy to tum, with Stuart P. Sherman, 

frcan Dreiser's novels to the moming papers. Sherman's 

charge of the sameness of Dreiser's characters applies bet-

ter to Cowperwood than to any other of the novelist»s crea-

tions: "What the hero is in the first chapter, he remains 

in the hundred-and-first or the hundred-and-thirty-sixth. 

He acquires naught frcan his experiences but sensations."^^ 

Had Dreiser been gifted with a better sense of h\amor, 

many of the ridiculous marriage harangues presented in he 

itan and The Stoic migîtit be read with better favor. But 

the very qualities which make Dreiser a great novelist in 

presenting human sympathy and tendemess—a rich understand-

ing of the struggles of the poor, a fine sense of the frus-

trations of youth—prevent him from delineating the struggles 

of the rich with much verisimilitude. Idke Lily Bart, the 

heroine of Edith Wharton»s The House of Mirth, Dreiser ap-

pears unconvinced that there are many human problrøis which 

money cannot ultimately correct. The poor boy looking in 

the houses of the rich was aware of the spiritual poverty 

of his moneyed characters at the same time he was unable to 

portray that kind of poverty with much conviction. 

OQ 
^Stuart P. Sherman, 'The Barbaric Naturalism of 

Mr. Dreiser,' The Stature of Theodore Dreiser, p. 78. 
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The absurdity of the marriage relationship of Aileen 

and Cowperwood may be illustrated by two situations, one 

^^^ 'Pie Titan and the othcr from he Stoic. In the former, 

Aileen invites Rita Sohlberg, Cowperwood»s mistress, to drop 

by for tea. Rita is married and does not realize that Aileen 

is aware of her adulterous relationship with her husband. 

On the pretext of showing her part of a new wardrobe, Aileen 

invites Rita into her bedroom, where she attacks Rita so 

viciously that she has to be taken to the hospital. Cowper-

wood is shocked by his wife's lack of tact: what matters 

is not that Aileen is deeply hurt by her husband*s philander-

ing, but that she commits a social blunder. In The Stoic, 

uhile Cowperwood, aged sixty, is involved in an affair with 

Berenice Pleming, aged eighteen, the lust-driven financier 

has to invent a means of getting his wife off his hands. 

So he hire?. a profesGional pimp, Tolliver, to squire Aileen 

fbout Europe while he plays house with Berenice in England. 

The end result of all of these intrigues is such a peîrva-

sive disgust on Aileen»s part that she refuses to receive 

her husband»s corpse in her own home until her If̂ iiyer con-

vinces her that things will not look good if she does not 

assume some sort of pretense. Dreiser asked his reader to 

accept these situations seriously, to believe in Cc.uperwood 

as the hfésc of the new world, to find sympathy for a womrn 

so debrsed that nhe is honored even by thc attentions of a 

pimp. Dreiser was not without pO'jer in these books, but 
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his imderstanding of his material is below the mark of those 

other works In whieh the struggles of the poor are presented 

with tendemess and understanding. Ifor do the marital prob-

lems of Cowperwood and Aileen crrry the conviction which 

underscores the novelist»s presentation of the Hurstwood-

Carrie, Angela-Eugene relaticaiships. 



CHAPTER II 

Parent-Children Relationships 

In his preface to The House of the Seven Gables, 

Nathaniel Hawthome spoke of the evil whose fruits one gcn-

eration bequeaths to its successors: 

Nany writers lay very great stress upon some definite 
ffioral purpose, at which they profess to aim their 
works. Not to be deficient in this particular, the 
author has provided himself with a moral,—the truth, 
namely, that the wrong-doing of one generation lives 
into the successive ones, and, divesting itself of 
every temporary advantage. becomes a pure and uncon-
trollable mischief; . . .3^ 

The principal difference between Hawthome and Dreiser is 

that Dreiser»s families reap an immediate harvest from the 

seeds of evil. Although conflict between parents and chil-

dren occurs in several of Dreiser»s nove s and short stories, 

it assumes the proportions of a major theme in two important 

works: Jennie Qerhardt and An American Tragedy. 

The disintegration of the parent-chlld relationship 

has been recognized by Charles Shapiro, who believes thet 

Jennie Gerhsrdt is a study of "thc effects of Amerlcan 

31 
materiallsm on the American family." In this second 

^^^Nathaniel Hawthome, The House of the Seven Gables, 
The Complete Works of Nathaniel Hawthome, III (Cambridge: 
Riverside Press, 1883), p. 1-4. 

-̂ "Charles Shapiro, "Jennie Qerherdt; The American 
Family and the American Dream," Twelye Oríginal Fssays on 
Great American Novels, ed. Charles Shapiro7 (Det oit: ITãyne 

69 
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novel, Dreiser sets up the father as nomlnal head of the 

family and then proceeds to show how the children drift 

away froia him because of his basic inadequacies as a centri-

petal force. Unable to provide minimal material security, 

Oerhardt fades into the background and his daughter, Jennie, 

and her mother are left with the responsibillties ordinarily 

assumed by the father. More serious than his economic 

failure, however, is Papa Oerhardt»s inability to cope 

imaginatively with the problems which his children face as 

h\jman beings. A Oerman immigrant, whose education is 

limited to the precepts of Lutheran religion, Papa Gerhardt 

is the stem moralist amidst conditions not conducive to 

circumspect conduct. One of his many contradictory atti-

tudes is that he is able to shut his eyes while his children 

steal coal at the same time that he orders Jennie out of the 

house because of her affair with Senator Brander. Another 

irony occurs when Gerhardt, near the end of his life, moves 

in with Jennie, the very child he earlier treated so shab-

bily. Still another reversal of attitude is Pather Ger-

hardt»s fondness for Vesta, Jennie»s illegitimate child: 

State University Press, 1958), p. l84. I am indebted in my 
interpretation of the family in Jennie Gerhardt to Ghapiro, 
whose essay explores the negative aspects of prrental influ-
ence in two families: the Gerhardts and the Krnes. Both 
of these families are guilty of misunderstanding of their 
children, Jennie and Lester. The wealthy family ic as 
bereft as thc Gerhardts of the needed essentials of family 
harmony," p. 185. 
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the little sprite is the one consolation of Gerhardt»s old 

age. Gerhardt»s initial cruel treatment of Jennie as a 

fallen woman and his eventual condescension toward the only 

child he has who is willing to take care of him are evidence 

of a narrowness loathed by the novelist: the hypocritical 

squeamishness of the narrow minded Christian.^^ 

In Jennie Gerhardt, the mother is the mainstay of 

the family unit. It is she vrtio applies for work ar scullery 

maid in one of the principal hotels of Columbus, Ohio. At 

the end of their first work day scrubbing floors, Jennie 

and her mother are forced to beg their neighborhood grocer 

for credit in order to provide bacon and bread for the fomily 

supper. Wnen Veronica, the yo\mgest of the Qerhardt children, 

contracts the measles, it is Mrs. Gerhardt who watches "sor-

33 
arowfully by the cot-side." Mrs. Gerhardt»8 treatment of 

her husband is kindly and sympathetic: rather than be em-

bittered by his failures, she accepts him as he is and tries 

to provide an aura of warmth and affection for the entire 

^ A more sympathetic interpretetion of Pather Ger-
h'rdt is that of F. 0. Matthiessen, who considers the old 
rrien one of Dreiser»s better minor characters: "Mrs. Gerhardt 
and the other children are more slightly sketched, but old 
Gerhardt is a reincamation of Dreiser»s father—who had 
been dead now ^lmost n decade—freed of per?onrl irrelevan-
cies." Matthiessen, p. 115» 

Theodore Dreiser, Jennie Gerhardt, (Cleveland: 
The Vforld Publishing Compsny, 1925), p. 4. Pr'j,e numbers for 
later reference^ are pnrenthesized. 
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family. Matthiessen's observation that Pather Gerhardt was 

based on a parental model probably extends to the mother as 

well. Ignorant, naive, ugly, she is a reminder of the kindly 

Sarah Dreiser who, like Mrs. Gerhardt, reared her children 

"in superstition, fanaticism, ignorance, poverty and humil-

34 
iation,"-^ at the same time that she provided the "powerful 

spirit and the warm, sheltering love of [an] earthy, illi-

terate but great-hearted mother (4). 

Jennie^s loss of reputation occurs when she becomes 

almost unwittingly involved with Senator Brander for whom 

she and her mother provide the service of washing clothes. 

Brander is fifty-two, Jennie scc'̂ rcely twenty. The seduction 

of the innocent girl is not the result of any mean motive 

on Brander»s part, for he is presented as a lonely bachelor 

truly infatuated with Jennie and sincerely interested in 

her as a human being. His first action toward mother and 

daughter is an act of charity. Sensing their obvious needs, 

he lets them do his laundry and pays them generously for 

their small services: Dreiser presents Brander first as 

an idealist who has the sincere motive of helping humanity, 

of relieving distress, and thereafter as a politician. His 

seduction of Jennie is not premeditated but is an example 

of one of those "chemic compulsions" which Dreiser was fond 

of portraying in his characters. At a low point in his own 

S4 I 
-̂  W. A. Swanberg, Dreiser, p. 4. 
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life because of his recent loss of his senatorial seat, 

Brander seeks the fulfillment of the man-woman relationship 

absent during his busy political career. After the inltial 

seduction blosscæis into a love affair, Brander is forced to 

leave Jennie on a retum trip to Washington. Before he de-

parts, he gives her about five himdred dollars and promises, 

when he retuams, to marry her. At this point, Dreiser in-

troduces one of those twists of fate common in his novels: 

Brander dies in ̂ ashington and Jennie is left pregnant and 

unmarried, the victim of those brutal, unwitting misfortixnes 

whieh Dreiser believed were reserved almost exclusively for 

the poor. She leams of Brander»s death through her brother, 

Sebastian, who had seen the headlines in the paper. Without 

any mean motives, Jennie is saddened but not embittered by 

the sorry force of circumstances with which she has to cope. 

She is conscious of her transgression of mundane codes of 

righteous conduct, but her experience does not harden her 

attitudes and she does not burden herself unduly with those 

errors which are bygones, beyond correction. 

Jennie's greatect trial is not her pregnancy, but 

the attitude manifested toward her by her father. When Ger-

hardt leams of his daughter»s condition, he is concemed 

with appearances, an attitude which was foreshadowed when 

he ordered Jennie to stop seeing Brander because of neigh-

borhood gossip. Now he reminds her that he had "told her 

so" all elong and orders her to leave his house. Mrs. 
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Oerhardt weakly bows to her husband's will, although she as-

sures Jennie that she will arrange things so that she can 

come back. This failure of parental understanding is ac-

cepted bravely by Jennie: she understands her fr-ther and 

harborr, no feelings of bittemess toward him, for she is con-

scious of the enormity of her transgression in the eyes of 

the rigidly moral parent. The most that can be said for 

Qerhardt is that he means well: his righteousness is real 

and not assumed. In his ignorance, he truly feels that 

Jennie is unclean, that she is a fallen woman who will de-

stroy the confidence and undermine the morals of the other 

children. Idttle realising that the younger children do 

not even understand the nature of the reproductive act, 

Oerhardt blames his wife, Jennie, everyone but himself for 

his daughter's loss of reputation and essumes that r pat-

tem of family conduct has been established by his wayward 

child. Gerhardt lacks the kind of insight which would tell 

an intelligent man that families like his, under such 

poverty-stricken circumstances, have no reputation to lose 

in the materialistic America of the tum of the century. 

He is the very epitome of hidebound conventions, of ignor-

ance and \mawareness. He cannot see that his treatment of 

his daughter is much more deeply and basically imiioral than 

are her violations of conventional standards. His rage 

against a child v/ho hí̂ s goodness of heart constitutes a 

breach of parental understanding which diminishes his steture 

file:///mawareness
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m the eyes of the reader, if not in those of his own family. 

The complication which results from Jennie's involve-

ment with Lester Kane is partially motiv.ted by her desires 

to help her family. Oerhardt, having grudgingly accepted 

Jennie»s child beeause of his interest in the little in-

fant»s immortal soul—he makes sure that Vesta receives a 

Lutheran baptism—decides to move his family to Cleveland, 

Ohio, where his o dest son, Sebastian, finds employment 

while Oertiardt continues, away frcai home, his humble trade 

as glass blower. Relief from poverty is offered to Jennie 

by Lester Kane, a bachelor ftiend of Mrs. Bracebridge, the 

lady for whcMn Jennie now works as P maid. Lester»s inten-

tions are not quite as honorable as Senator Brander»s, for 

his attraction to Jennie is, at first, purely extracurricu-

lar: he has no intentions of matrimony and operates upon 

the assumption that Jennie, because of her poverty and sub-

sequent low social status, would not expect marriage. Lec-

ter»s crude overtures are those of r man who knows how to 

handle unsophlsticated women. He puts his paw on Jenniv-̂ ŝ 

shoulder and grov/ln, "You belong to me . . . I»ve been 

looking for you. When can I see you?" (13). With the 

arrival of Gerhardt»s letter relating r. catastrophe in 

which his hands are severely burned, Jennie realizes that 

"fate hna shifted the burden of the [ffinily] situation to 

her. She must sacrifice her^elf j there WPS no other ur̂ y" 

(156). Mention should be r.ode of the fact that Jcnnie»s 
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initial desire to yield herself to Lester precedes the ac-

cident which happens to her father: she is "chemically" 

drawn to Lester Kane because of his smooth manner and mas-

culine appearance. But what ISIOB a half-resolved plan crys-

tallizes into a real intention when the needs of her family 

become so great that there appears no altemative other 

than the acceptance of Lester's generous protection. Per-

haps the pattem of sacrifice is something of a rationali-

zation on Jennie's part. If so, Dreiser did not invest the 

situation with the slightest tinge of satire. Rather he 

shows us the sense of shame which Jennie feels when Lester 

tells her that he wants to help her family; "And he had 

offered her money. ThRt was the worst of all" (l43). The 

reader is asked to accept Jennie»s sacrifice seriously, all 

the more so since she makes e. cle^n breast of the ítuetion 

to her mother whose objections are overcome when Jennie 

presses into her hand two hundred and fifty dollars given 

by the future paramour: 

The latter stared at it ido-eyed. Here v^s the re-
lief for all her woes—food, clothes, rent, coal— 
all done up in one small package of green and yelloví 
bills , . . Jennie realized that she had won. Her 
mother h:d acquiesced from sheer force of circuîri-
stances (l69-i70). 

"Sheer force of circumstmces" la underr;tandable when one 

realizes that Pather Gerhardt»G injury means -n end to the 

five dollaiB:' week that he had contributed to faraily living. 
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His retum hcMie brings the added complication of doctor 

bills in a situation economically so tight that food and 

shelter are in peri of being lost. 

In Jennle Oerhardt. then, Dreiser presented grimly 

a situation in which ignorance and poverty go far to explain 

the destructive influence of pr̂ rents upon their children, 

Mrs. Oerhardt fails Jennie because she sees no altemfîtive 

to her own burdens other than the added money which Jennie»s 

liolson with Lester Kane will make possible for the fpmily, 

It is strange that neither Mrs. Oerhardt nor Jennie ever 

appears conscious of whr̂ t thi- finnncially rewarding arrange-

raent makes of the daughter, Gerhrirdt»s attitude remains de-

structive in th-̂ t, unmindful of wh re the money for family 

expenses comes from, he regards Jennie's ncr relationship 

with the same hontillty accorded her lialson with Brander. 

Although Jennie and her mother lie to him, announcing 

Jennie»s supposed approaching marriage to Lester, Gerhordt»s 

susplcions are unal ayed. Suspecting something underhondcd^ 

he reverts to his "newspaper reading and brooding" rnd 

grumbles because Vestn "cannot even have rn honert name" 

(180). It is surely on irony that, years later, when Ger-

hardt is living under the same roof with Jennie and Lester, 

he tells his daughter brokenly that he has finrlly forgiven 

her for evl- conduct. One wonders that Gerhardt could not 

see that the forgivener*fí should have come from Jennie to 

him and not the other way arovoid. 
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The unfortunate attitude of the Archibald Kanes, 

Lester»s wealthy but provincial parents, towerd their son»s 

affair with Jennie is intensified by the ironic fact that 

the attachment, pragmatically speaking, is virtuous. Jen-

nie is the one woman in the world, as Dreiser portrayed her, 

who is capable of bringing out the best in Lester»s n?ture.^^ 

When Lester meets her, he is a bachelor in hls mid-thirties 

who has never been able to face, with tolerance, the notion 

of a virtuous n^rriage. Jennie c<»nbines for him "the traits 

of an ideal woman—sympathy, kindliness of Judgment, youth, 

and beauty. . . . She was his natural affinity, thoug^ he 

did not knoi? it—the one woman who answered sæiehow the 

biggest need of his nature' (131). As Lester erabarks upon 

this episode, he has the intentions of breaking off the 

arrangement whenever he wishes. But, as he continues to 

live with Jennie, the r relationship assumes all of the 

characteristics of nrrrlage except the actual contract: 

*l!e liked her—loved her, perhaps, n a selfish way. He 

didn't see how he could desert her very well" (1'3). Jon-

nie»s response to Lester is even more positive than his 

toward her. At first, when he ured his power to sweep her 

off her feet, she was somevjhot doubtful of the outcome. 

^^An interesting parallel ir the intolerance with 
which the lîĉ ísomes of Massachusetts greot the liaison of 
Caiad and Mme de Vionnet in Jamec's The Ambassadors. Pro-
vinciality provided Jaraes with his intemrtionp.l theme 
whereas, with Dreiser, this narrowness was a national con-
cem. 
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But, after three years of living with him, she finds her-

self in love with this man and c<anpletely his dependent. 

Lester is filled with the ordinary clichés, the conventional 

attitudes of middle-class American society as Dreiser saw 

it in his own time, but these commonplace ideas appear to 

Jennie the wisdom of the ages: 

He was so big, so vocsl, so handsome. His point of 
view and opinions of anything and everything were so 
positive. His pet motto, «Hew to the line, let the 
chips fall where they may,» had clung in her brain 
as something immensely characteristic. (I98) 

To the Kanes, however, smug in their safe world of 

money and solid social prestige, the situation of Jennie 

and Lester appears dreadfully indecent. The relationship 

is falsely reported by Louise, Lester^s favorite sister, 

to her parents. Having surprised Lester and Jennie by &n 

unannounced visit to their apartment in Chicago, Louise met 

Jennie and drew the correct concluslon. Outraged in her 

family pride, she embellishes the story with many details, 

implying that "she was met at the door by a »silly-looking, 

white-faced woman,» who did not even offer to invite her in 

when she announced her name, but stood there »looking Just 

as guilty as a person possibly could»" (231). Mrs. Kene»r. 

response is thst of the virtuous mother who sees her darling 

son in the snares of a wicked, indecent woman: "My ron, my 

Lester! How could he have done it»" (23I). To the Kanes, 

the situation is enormously significent, for thelr 
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acquaintance with human passion has heretofore been legal: 

they have had no previous experiences by which they might 

better have \inderstood, ignored, possibly even dismissed an 

affair which is really none of their business. After all, 

the standard of parental authority cannot fairly be used by 

them since Lester is neither yoiing nor inexperienced. The 

Kanes»s interest in the affair reveals the insecurity they 

feel conceming the future effectiveness of the family 

throu^ Lester. Nelther Archibald Kane nor his wife ever 

meets Jennie: they assume that she is bad because she 

breaks conventional principles; they are incapable of look-

ing beyond appearances and discovering the obvious improve-

ment of a son who has found a woman he truly loves, a woman 

who answers his human needs, 

The situatlon between Archibald Kane and his son, 

once the father discovers Lester»s irregular conduct with 

Jennie, assumes the proportions of coercion. Like Pather 

Oerhardt, Pather Kane seems unable or unwilling to extend 

himself to try to cope imaginatively with a situation be-

yond his immediate grasp. Described as a man of large 

vision in financial matters—'Old Archibald Kane . . . had 

amassed a tremendous fortune, not by grabbing enô brow-

beatlng and unfair methods, but by seeing a big need and 

filling it" (145).-he is nonetheless narrow in what might 

be called the "sefe" areas of human conduct. One of his 

chief concems is Lester»G failure to settle comfortably 

file:///inderstood
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for matrimony. Archibald even goes so far as to suggest 

which woman Lester should marry: Letty Pace, wealthy, 

attractive, safe, politic. When he is confronted with Les-

ter's affair, the father feels that a blight has befallen 

the family honor. As Robert, Lester»s brother, reminds 

his younger brother, "Pather»s the kind of a man who sets 

more store by the honor of his family than most men. You 

know that ®s well as I do, of course" (234). The Kanes 

make the mistake of considering the entanglement only from 

their own point of view. Judging by standards applicable 

to thwnselves, they remind Lester that he would "be simply 

throwing [his] life away—" (235) without realizing that 

Lester feels responsibilities towards Jennie higher than 

those he owes his family. As he says, "I'm raorally under 

obligation to do the best I can by her" (235). Veiled 

threats beccMne a substantial rep ity when Archibald Kane 

dies and leaves, as a proviso in his will, an ultimatum to 

his favorite son. According to the terms of the will, Les-

ter is given three years to adjust his affairs with Jennie. 

If, at the end of that time, he has not married her and Is 

still living with her, he will receive no part of his 

father«s estate. If, at the expired date, Lester has rrrr-

ried Jennie, he will receive a sum of ten thousand dollars 

a year until his death, but thls annuity will not extend 

to Jennie as his widow. Of course, the best is saved for 

last. If Lester leaves Jennie at the end of the fixed 
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period, he will inherit fully his share of his father»s es-

tatei over a million dollars interest in the carriage 

trade. The extent of parental coercion is obvious: it 

beccanes even stronger after the death of the petriarch. As 

in Dreiser»s other works, the patriarchal imagc Is almost 

always denied. The fathers have the stem patriarchal man-

ner, one which they probably inherited from their fathers, 

but the age of patriarchs has passed in most respects, and 

even the Kane pater familias has to "buy" his son»s com-

pliance. In the remainder of Jennie Qerhardt, Lester ntrug-

gles inv7ardly in the face of family coereion, but the reader 

is left little doubt of the outcome. Lester marries Letty 

Pace, now the widowed Mrs. Oerald, and leaves Jennie with 

a comfortable income and uncomfortable memories. 

The complete failure of the parent to act as a con-

stmctive force is pî esented by Dreiser in the first three 

chapters of />n American Tragedy. Dreiser»s bleak pessimism 

is revea ed in his opening portrait of ? family imbued with 

religious zeal at the expense of conceming itself con-

structively with the practical necessities of life. These 

early scenes are presented through the eyes of Clyde. one 

of four children of Asa enâ Elvira Griffiths. A lad of 

sixteen, "he seemed more keenly observant and decided]y 

more sensitive than most of the others—appeared indeed to 

resent and even to suffer from the position in which he 

found himself" (17). Clyde recognizes the failure of his 
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parents to provide for the material needs of their children: 

''And his father and mother were constantly proclaiming the 

love and mercy and care of God for him and for all. Plain y 

there was something wrong somewhere" (Ifî). The boy»s sense 

of his parents» failures is aggravated by the attitudes of 

children he meets in school and by the fact that he has a 

sense of rootlessness which results from the shifting, aim-

less movements of his parents: as the novel opens. Clyde 

has lived in a number of Midwestem cities (Grand Rapids, 

Detroit, Milwaukee, Chicago, and finally Kansas City). The 

consciousness of material privation is intensified by the 

fact that his parents have no real home, regardless of their 

location. In Kansas City, they inhabit the Bethel Mission 

rather than en actual house. In this dreary atmosphere. 

the first of many family crises is presented, the f lght 

of Esta, thc oldest child, from her hcwie. Clyde interprets 

Esta»s flight as the inability to reconcile the spiritual 

atmosphere with the sordid actualities forced upon her by 

her parents. To Dreiser, however, Esta was just a "cen-

suous, weak girl who did not by any means know yet what she 

thought. Despite the atmosphere in which she moved, essen-

tially she was not of it" (28). The evaluation of the 

home situation thro\igh the eyes of Clyde is sometimes in-

terrupted by aside comment from the author, but, in the 

main, the point of view of Clyde toward mother, father, and 

sister, Esta, is the controlling device of the onening 
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scene. The failure of Esta, who later retums home pregnant, 

provides irony, for Clyde»s sense of shame at her wrong con-

duct prepares the reader for the incongmity of his own 

hasty, thou^tlcss conduct with Roberta Alden. 

In his initial description of Clyde, Dreiser emph-̂ -

sized two characteristicsi vanlty and weakness. His pride 

is inherited from his mother, who is pleased with herself 

when she leams that she can command n following as a woman 

evangelist. Reared on a small farm, she fell in love with 

and married Asa Oriffiths, Clyde's religiously fanatic 

father, but his religious zeal was soon exceeded by his 

wife»s once she discovered that people would listen to her. 

A warm, earthy. we l-intentloned character, she is rauch 

stronger than her husband, her failures with her children 

resulting more from ignorance than from weakness or lack of 

sincere Interest in their welfare. Clyde»s second charac-

teristic, his weak, vacillating nature and his inability to ̂  

face situations realistically, is a holdover from his ox«i 

father»s ineffectual character. When Mrs. Oriffiths takes 

A8a the note which Esta leaves, announcing her departure 

with Bn ittnerant actor, Mr. Griffiths weakly interpolates 

p "B̂ ef'sed be the lord!" and a "Tst! Tst» Tst!" (34) into 

his wife»s explrnntion to her children conceming Esta»s 

conduct. Mrs. GriffithS'is full of contradictions: she 

tells the chi dren that F;rt-̂ »s elopement is a manifestation 

of the will of God and concludes her explanation with the 
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stetement, "I wish she hadn»t done that" (34)j but Mr. 

Oriffiths is practically a nonentity, providing none of the 

characteristics of the strong father image. Clyde is clear"»y 

ashamed of him: "Such a father, as Clyde often thou^t, 

afterward" (35). Yet Clyde»s unwillingness to face the fact 

of Roberta»s pregnancy, and his tendency to feel sorry for 

himself during a situation which is, after all, of his own 

making, seem to be evidence of the same weak vacillations 

of his father and of the destructive influence which the 

father, in an unconscious way, may have effected upon the 

son. 

îlie dream of wealth which determines Clyde»s íctions 

after he leavec home to v/ork at the Green-Davidson Hotel in 

Kansas City Is actuated by his parents* references to the 

one wealthy member of the family, Samuel Griffithr, shirt-

manufacturer fi*om lorcurgus, New York. Although Asa Orif-

fiths has not seen his brother for years, he yeamingly al-

ludes to his good fortune with the hint that the younger 

brother could do something for the family of Asa Griffiths, 

if only he would. Clyde's articulation of the references 

to the legendary brother is a contrast of the "hum-drum, 

hand-to-mouth state that had always characterized" his own 

home with the Croesus like luxury of his uncle»s faini y 1n 

the east (26). Corapared to hin father, "short, gray, 

fris7led, inadequate,** (35)> the uncle»s image begins to 

supplant that of the actual P. triarch in Clyde's conscious-
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ness. By the time Clyde meets Samuel, who offers his nephew 

a small position in his factory, the young boy has all but 

forgotten his father. He enters his new position with the 

hope that his uncle will treat him as if he were his own son. 

Samuel Oriffiths is presented as a well-intentioned 

man whose chief weakness is the pride which attends the ac-

cumulation of wealth. When he sees Clyde in undershirt and 

trousers working at the feeding end of a shrinking rack in 

his shirt facto y, Mr. Oriffiths is "Jealous, not only of 

the name, but the general social appearance of the Oriffithses 

before the employees of this factory as well as the community 

at large" (248). It is femily pride rather than a sincere 

interest in Clyde»s well-being which causes Mr. Griffiths 

to find his nephew a better place as manager in the area 

where the working girls are røiployed. Because of Clyde»s 

sensual nature, he is tinwittingly placed in the one place 

where his Judgment is apt to be dangerouSly less than ade-

quate. Unconsciously, Samuel Griffiths fosters illusions 

in Clyde which, as uncle, he is unwilling to back up. Only 

once iB Clyde invited to the family mansion, for a :o nall 

supper on Sunday night. In the presence of his wealthy 

relatives, Clyde can do little but envy worldly success in 

contrast to the miserable poverty of his own fc-..ily. And 

he is never invited back, for Samuel»s wife and son, Gilbert, 

are ashamed of Clyde and fear that news of the bcy»s back-

ground will smudge the family image. In this way, Clyde is 
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treated carelessly and unfeelingly. Even his association 

with Sondra Flnchley begins on a false note. She senses 

0ilbert»8 dislike of Clyde and, despising Oilbert, attempts 

to gain the interest of the poor boy eousin in an effort to 

make Oilbert Jealous. Clyde is thereby placed in a position 

in which he can do nothing right. Lacking the money to keep 

the pace of Sondra»s social set, he is forced to accept 

funds from her. The tortures of a poor boy seeking to bet-

ter himself in the area of the social graces inforra several 

of the poignant episodes in the novel. Mr. Oriffiths does 

not bother to give Clyde the salary necessary for social 

respectability, for he is afraid that he will appear too 

interested in the boy»s welfare. He justlfleô his interest 

in Clyde with the attitude that the boy wlll have to work 

his way up in the factory. Qnce Clyde leaves his own family 

and seeks to establish a better relationshin with his imcle, 

he is really no better off, for he now finds himself ur-

rounded with temptations and befuddled by lllusionG which 

he cannot tum into realities. 

One of Clyde»s tendencies, after he leaves home, 

Í8 to remember his family only in times of stress. ' hen 

he beco nes involved in an accident in which a child is 

killed—the accident occurs during C yde»8 KAnsas City days 

as bel hop—he flees the city because of his fear thf̂ t he 

wlll be caught and thereby bring disgrace to his family. 

When he reaches Chieago, he writes his mother under sn 
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assumed name and, in tum, continues to supply sma l vinounts 

of money which he had been in the habit of givlng his parents 

during Esta's pregnancy at home. After Roberta Alden is 

dead, Clyde again has a sense of guilt, particularly toward 

his mother, and he wrltes her that he is innocent. This 

situation provides another of those many examples of parental 

failure in the novel. Thro\igh her histrionic abilities, Mrs. 

Oriffiths convinces the Denver newspaper that she should 

cover Clyde»s trial. Her hope Is that she will be able to 

find funds siifficiíoit to hire an expert lawyer to defend 

her son. Qnce she reaches Clyde, however, she is sidetracked 

in her effort to save the souls of others and spends the 

majority of her time worrying about her husband who is ill 

in Colorado. As a result, her presence is no comfort to 

Clyde and she provides hirn with no material support. 

In An Ajaerican Tragedy Dreiser presented his i ost 

pe:isimistic picture of human frailty. The failure of Clyde»s 

parents to provide an atmosphere suggestive of creative iv-

ing is repeated by his uncle»s inability to renlis-e the boy»s 

needs once he is under the Grifflthser* protectlon in Lycur-

gus. The need of Clyde for family guidance is -11 the more 

impoiijant because of his youth: he is Gcarcely twenty when 

he involves himself with Robert- -Iden. This "pamb e of 

our ní̂ tional e^qoerience"^ enás on a T • o as bleak as thrt 

\ 

^ l r v i n g Howe, "Afterword" to An American Trafseci.v, 
(New York: Hew American Library, 1^64), p . ^21 . 
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with which the novel begins. Again it is "dusk, of a sum-

mer night" (87I), but the scene has shifted from Kansas 

City to San Francisco. Qne notices that the progression 

of the Asa Griffithses* wandering is westward, as if their 

lack of success were pushing them to the very outward edge 

of the nation. Thts time, there is only one child vjith the 

Oriffithses: the illegitimate son of Esta, Russell, who is 

being reared by his grandparents. Like Clyde before him, 

the little boy is interested in the life around him, not 

the life of the spirit which is now the sole source of com-

fort to his grandmother. "Kin» I have a dime, grandma?" he 

asks. "I wanna» go up to the comer and git an ice-cream 

cone*' (874). Mrs. Oriffiths produces the dime and extracts 

a promise from the lad that he will come right back. Drei-

ser»s assumption that the mistakes made with Clyde wlll be 

repeated with the grandson is the tragic ke^mote used to 

close a novel which is his most serious indictraent of the 

failure of the American parent to provide his children with 

a background suégestive of sane behavior. 

/ 



Chapter III 

The Relationships of Brothers and Sisters 

Sibling relatlonships in Dreiser's novels range from 

the apathy with which Carrie Meeber is greeted at her sis-

ter's flat in Chicago to the hostility which characterizes 

the attitudes of Orville Bames in The Bulwark and Robert 

Kane in Jennie Gerhardt toward their respective sisters and 

brothers. Brother-sister relationships are less significant 

explenations for the disintegration of the home than the re-

lat onships of parents and children or of husbands and 

wives, but these unhappy slbling rttitudes still explain 

certain negative aspects of homelife in Dreiser's fiction. 

If they are not causative, they certainly p.re symptomatic. 

When Dreiser was bom in Terre Haute in 1871, three 

of his ten brothers and sisters had ?lready died. ^s a 

member of such a large family, the novelist was early ac-

quainted with the differences characteristic of children 

in such a crowded home framework. It was a habit of the 

Dreiser family to think of each other p otionally, end this 

concentration upon the emotions bore fruit in the attitudes 

of the siblings toward one another in later life. Por ex-

ample, when Dreiser snv/ hir< brother P- ui in New York after 

years of absence, the two en were so overcome that they 

resorted to teers. The attitudes of the brothors and sis-

ters were not aiways so tender, however, for in A Book 

90 
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About ^^self Dreiser wrote of the disintegration of his own 

home which followed the death of his mother. The brerkup 

was attributed, in part, to the "airs and plotting domine-

tion of tDreÍ8er»s] sister M , toward whom [he] had 

never bome any real affection. "-"̂  The situation was that 

the sister was married, but living at home, her contribu-

tions toward famlly maintenance being practically nothing. 

In this rather inferior position, she, nonetheless, set 

herself and her husband above the other members of the frTTi-

ily: "superiors whose exemplary social manners might well 

be eopied by all."^ One of the tensions between brother 

and sister resulted when Dreiser discovered that M had 

investigated the receipt of some money addressed to their 

mother but collected at the post office by Dreiser himself. 

M assumed that Dreiser had stolen money intended for 

their mother, and Dreiser»s innocence in the matter caused 

him to despise this sister, with whom he later "condescended 

to become friendly."^^ This incident, trlvial in itself, 

shows how close the novellst was often working to situations 

from his own life, for sibling reiationships in Dreiser»s 

novels reflect apathy, pettiness, and meanness. 

3'̂ Theodore Dreiser, A Book /bout Myself, (New York: 
Boni and Liveright, 1922), p. 27, 

^ Ibid., p. 27. 

39 
^^lbid., p. 29. 
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When preparations for a motion nicture production 

of Sister Carrie were being discussed, the movie-maker 

thought that just Carrie would serve better as a title. 

Why did Theodore Dreiser entitle his novel SISTER CARRIE? 

Certainly the word "sister" evokes a mood of sympathy, but 

the title may intentionally have been ironic, for Carrie 

no sooner establishes herself in Chicago than she foregoes 

the status of the "sister," the young girl in need of pro-

tection, for the position of the kept woman, whose plc ce 

in society negates the sympathetic attitudes usually given 

to the young and innocent. Perhaps Dreiser was saying, 

"This is what becomes of sisters. Their position is so in-

secure that their station as innocents is constantly in 

peril." Certainly the men who lived with Carrie did not 

treat her as a brother would a sister. Drouet»s and Hurst-

wood*s attachments to Carrie are patently camal, though 

Dreiser does not overplay the function of sexual passlon in 

these liaisons. Nor was the world of this naturalist so 

cold, impersonal and unfamilial that he had to attempt to 

humanize his character by calling her "Sister." The fact 

is that Carrie is Sister Carrie in the opening scenes of 

the novel, and a major irony of the book unfolds when the 

reader sees how quickly the status of the "sister" is in-

eufficient for the young girl in the very untender and 

unloving -̂̂ tmosphere at her own sister»s flat in Chicago. 

The ironical sltuation begins at once, for Minnie, Carrie»B 
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older sister, greets the young girl as "Sister Carrie" when 

she and her husband, Hanson, meet the younger sister at the 

train station. Once Carrie is ensconced in the dull world 

of the Hansons, however, Minnie is so busy with the common-

place problems of the average housewife that she has little 

time left for the amenities usually afforded someone of the 

"sister" status. Carrie is expected at once to eam her 

way, to contribute solidly to family maintenance, to assume 

the responsibilities ordinarily thrust upon an older char-

acter: little wonder, therefore, that the appeHation 

"Sister" loses its significance almost immediately. When 

Carrie leaves the Hansons for good, she is never referred 

to by the novelist as ''Sister Carrie" again. 

Dreiser wrote that when Carrie Meeber established 

herself in the flat of her sister and brother-in-law in 

Chlcago, "[s]he felt the drag of a lean and narrow life" 

(13). The Hansons are not exactly impoverished, yet there 

is the impression of a situation in which money is scarce 

and in which Carrie is expected to carry part of the finan-

cial burden from her own sma l eamings of $4.50 e week. 

Hanson is the very condensation of the all but illiterate 

immigrant who stolidly accepts a hard lot enâ expects those 

around him to do the same. He tolerates Carrie only so 

long as she is able to pay for her board and keep. ¥hen 

she falls ill in the spring, he suggests that she retum 

home. Hanson's boorlshness and lack of empathy ere mildly 
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anticipatory of such cmde characters as Stanley Kowalski 

of Streetcar Kamed Desire. When Hanson reads Carrie's fare-

well note, he noås sagely and declares that she *'has gone 

and done it," a phrase which is his articulation of the idea 

that Carrie has lost her virtue. Yet he does not care so 

long as he is freed of the obligation of keeping her. When 

Carrie retumed from that wretched day in the shoe factory 

In the scene in which Dreiser»n descriptive powers were so 

marvelous, the novelist wrote that "the one relief of the 

whole day would have been a áolly home, a sympathetic re-

ception, a bright supper table, and some one to ray; •<»i, 

well, stand it a little while. You wiU get scanething bet-

ter»" ($6). Instead, Hanson is disgusted that C?̂ rrie is 

laihappy with her new situation and tells his wife to advise 

her sister to keep her Job since it will insure oajnínent of 

four dollars room and board a week. This dull Swede»s sus-

picions of Carrie»8 intentions rise when the girl timidly 

inqiiires if they mlght attend the theater: he considcrs 

such ventures a waste of hard-eamed money. He even feels 

that she should not stand at the door of the flat, fe^rful 

as he is that her reputation vxill sixffer. In short, the 

brother-in-law Is presented negatively: unimaginative and 

boorish, he lets his pleasures revolve completely around 

himself. He lacks the manners or goodncss of heart to make 

Carrie feel welcome in his home, and the result Is th?>t 

Carrie dislikes him and wishes to fo away, anyv/here from 
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this heavy round of llving. 

Hanson»s apathy toward Carrie is shared by Minnie 

herself. She is so busy trying to adjust the purchasing 

power of eighty cents for Sunday dinner that she has little 

time for sympathy. She sees Carrie as a means of adding to 

the family budget, and when Carrie becomes ill and loses 

her Job, Minnie assumes, with her husband, that it is time 

for the younger sister to retum to Columbia City, the small 

Midwestem town where the young women shared their childhood, 

iíhatever natural interest Minnie may have felt for Carrie 

during their younger days is obliterated by the force of 

circumstances which surrounds her in a subsistence environ-

ment. Hanson»s chief ambition is to own a home someday: 

the thought of other comforts is not even a part of his 

iraaginatlon. Minnie has adjusted herself to his narrow 

vision, and the resultant picture makes understandable Car-

rie*s desire to find something else, even if a paramour, to 

jreplace the unhappy sibling relationship in which she finds 

herself. That the Hansons fail Carrie never enters their 

consciousness, so limited is their vision, but their nega-

tive influence upon a young girl seeking happiness in the 

city is obvious to the reader. One of the best tokens of 

the Hansons» lack of real affection for Carrie is their 

failure to nursue her when she leaver or to trace her steps 

before she has met foul play. 
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The pettiness and meanness of brotherly attitudes 

is best portrayed through Dreiser»s presentation of Robert 

and Lester Kane in Jennie Oerhardt. The conflict of the 

two brothers results from the Juxtaposition of small and 

large attitudes: Robert is "cold and conventional" (I76), 

irreproachable in his conduct, an example of "moral rigidity." 

(177) Lester, on the other hand, is warm and generous in 

his attitudes toward other people, but he has a weakness 

for wcanen and a fear of the marriage bond, attitudes which 

place him somewh^t low in the eyes of his narrow-minded 

brother. Lester»s feeling about Robert»s solid charecter 

mixed with "hard bueiness tactics" is revealed in the fol-

lowing observation: "He»s got a Scotch Presbyterian con-

science mixed with an Asiatic perception of the main chance" 

(177). That the two brothers should eventually clnsh is 

inevitable. 

When Robert begins to hear rumors about Lester»r, 

liaison with Jennie, he keeps his counse^ but observes to 

himself that "there must come a time when there would be a 

show-down" (225). The show-down occurs after Louise»s 

discovery of Lester»s irregular relationship. Robert»s 

c?ttitude is one of lofty self-sufficiency slnce he is safely 

married: he tel'̂ s his brother that they cannot discuss mat-

ters of morallty together and coldly inquires if Lester has 

considered the honor of hi"̂  family. The scene is remark-

able more for the things that are left iinsaid than for any 
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heated words between the brothers. Robert casually reminds 

Lester that he is simply throwing his life away and asks, 

with disdain, if the younger brother intends to keep on liv-

ing with Jennie. When the interview is terminated without 

a successful conclusion from Robert»s point of view, he de-

clines Lester's invitation to stay for lunch on the grounds 

that there is nothing else they can discuss together. The 

destructive effect of Robert»s attitude is that Lester is 

left with a feeling of inadequacy: 

Robert was the clean, decisive man, Lester the ripn 
of doubts. Robert was the spirit of business en-
ergy and integrity embodied, Lester the spirit of 
commercial self-sufflciency, looking at life with 
an uncertain eye. Together they raade a striking 
picture, which was none the less powerful for the 
thoughts that were now running through their minds. 
(237) 

After the disclosure in the family will of Iiester»8 

virtual disinheritance unless he abandons Jennie, Robert is 

secretly pler'sed by the unfavorable position in v^ich his 

younger brother is pleced. Robert»G attitude is the result 

of his wish to control completely the fí̂ mily busineGc. He 

feels that Lester, who "would never do a sn?>ky thing—and 

Robert knew, in his own soul,. that to succeed greatly one 

must" (30)), lacks the r-uile nccessrry for real business 

achievement. The result is that Robert in placed in the 

hypocritical position of condemning Le8ter»s relationship 

with Jennie on moral grounds at the same time that he 

"X 
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immorally hopes Lester will ignore his father»s commands, 

continue his relationshlp with Jennie, "and so be quietly 

shalved by his own act" (301). Dreiser»s vicious characters 

usually approach their adversaries openly, but Robert is an 

example of smug, self-centained evil. His meanness may be 

attributed in part to his realization that Lester is his 

father»s favorite son; he is an all the more \mattractive 

brother since he cloaks his unkind attitudes in the mantle 

of unctuous self-righteousness. 

In Jennie Oerhardt there is a certain amount of 

allegory at work to voice the satire of the novelist. 

Robert, the older brother, stands for the Establishment, 

for society as it is, for the status quo, for the family. 

Through Robert, the novelist attacked the smug conventions 

of the Establishment. Robert is cold, calculating, mean, 

selfish, and hypocritical—yet he mouths the glory of the 

family. Even without the old provisions of primogeniture, 

the fact that the older brother, with his hypocrisiec and 

lack of self awareness, is so much more deeply and baslcally 

immoral than the younger brother, all but broken for his 

rebellion despite his warmth and ba-ic humanity, ainountr> in 

itself tc a basic indictment of the conventional r-mily, in 

which the "good" son is so often the hypocrite, while the 

"black sheep" has the better but unrecognized principles of 

humanity. 

file:///mattractive
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There are other examples of sibling rivalry in 

Dreiser»8 novels. The hauteur which characterizes Dorothea 

and Orville Bames, proud examples of family prestige, has 

already been mentioned. Orville»s cruelty is shown most 

specifically when he tells Etta, at their father»s funeral, 

that the family misfortunes have been entirely the fault 

of her wayward conduct. And there is some evidence of 

rivalry between Angela Blue and her more attractive, younger 

sister, Marietta, in The Genius. The examples of \inhappy 

sibling relationships from Sister Carrie and Jennie Oerhardt 

are merely selective and nre presented as indications of 

another aspect of family weakness of which Dreiser was aware 

in his delineations of the American home. 

file:///inhappy


PART POUR 

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES ATTACKING PAMILY 

EHTITY OR l-̂ FAKFKING IT 

Chapter I 

The Effects of Poverty in Drciser»s Novels 40 

Dreiser»s admirers have been quick to notice the 

novelist»s boundless sympathy for the lives of the poor. Ro 

artist of the niceties of the human consciousness, Dreiser 

Involved himself in "an authentic attempt to meke somethlng 

artistic out of the chaotic materials that lie ^ round us in 
hl 

American life." An early newspaper review of Slster Carrie 

^^Poverty is such a necessary condition of naturalism 
that its place in naturalistic fiction deserves sô .e explana-
tion. Crane's Maggie is a study of poverty in the slums of 
Kew Yorkj Maggie's parents are drunks, and the girl is even-
tually reduced to seeking her live ihood as a prostitute. 
In two of Prank Norris»s naturalistic novels, McTea^e and 
Vandover and the Bjrute, man»s atavistic impulses are ex-
p ained partia ly by the poverty which surrounds the central 
characters. In McTeague, the dentist kills his wife, Trina 
Sieppe, for the money she has hoarded because of her obses-
sive fear of poverty. And Vandover is reduced to the animal 
level once he snuanders the fortune le^t him by his father. 
At the end of the novel, Vandover scmbs floors for the man 
who has fleeced him of his money. These early naturalistic 
works bear fruit in such later novels of the same type as 
Jamec T. Parrell»s Studs Lcnifvm trllogy, a ^tudy of the 
effects of noverty during the great depression of the S?)»s. 
The contraGt between poverty in naturalistic as opposed to 
realistic v/orks is obvious: in rerlism, poverty is often 
a condition to be overcome, as in Silas Lephajn, or elce r 
state which results from foolishness or lack of character, 
as in Madame Bovary. 

^^^Randolph Boume, "The Art 
The Stature of Theodore Dreiser, p. 
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assesses accurately the contribution to American fiction 

which Dreiser was to make in two future novels, Jennie 

Oerhardt and An American TrairedYi "Because Theodore Drelser 

has ehosen to tell of the other side, not the »other H8lf» 

about which so much has been written . . . he may not have 

brilliant success, but he will have the credit that raust 

be accorded a man who has written faithfully and impressive-

ly." Drei3er»s concem with the lives of ordinary oeople 

is the natural by-product of his own impoverished background. 

As Maxwell Geismar observes, 

The Dreisers had the habit of living in questionable 
neighborhoods--the habit of poverty—that 18---^^ 
froffl his earliest acquaintance with the Indianp towns 
of the 1880's and their ignorant, vlolent, dubious 
westem-country types, the son was often convinced 
that life.was bullt upon murder and lust, and noth-
ing else. 3 

The son of a humble tradesman and an i'' literate mothcr, 

Dreiser knew about hunger and the insecurity which accom-

panie^ financial privation. He was able to portray convlnc-

ingly the embarrasn^^ent of characters who had prver eaten 

in a restaurant or been to the thcpter To the survivors 

of the great depression of the lS3^'s, Dreiser»s delinee-

tion of poverty is especially memorable. Alfred Kazin has 

'̂ An early newspaper review of Sister Carrie, Louis 
ville Times, 1900, The Stature of Theodore Dreiser, p. 

^axwell Geismar, "Dreiser and the Dprk Texture of 
Life," American Scholar, XXII, Spring, 1953, p. ?l8. 
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more than one comment on this subject; in contrasting Drei-

ser to Henry James, Kazin writes, "Just now . . . a certain 

genteel uninvolvement is dear to us, while Dreiser»s bread 

lines and street-car strikes, hls suffering inarticulate 

characters, his Chicago, his •commonness»—are that bad 
hh 

dream from which we have all awakened." Kazin further 

observes that Dreiser was 

so oppressed by sufferin'̂ ':, by the spectacle of men 
struggling aimlessly and al<»ie in society, that he 
wes prepared to understand the very society that 
rejected him. The cmelty and squalor of the life 
to which he was bom suggested the theme of exist-
encei the pattem of American life was identified 
as the fiî;̂ ure of destiny. It was life, it was Irn-
memorial, it was as palpable as hunger or the 
caprice of Ood. And Dreiser accepted it as the com-
mon victim of llfe accepts it, because he kneif no u^. 
other, because this one suramons all his resources. -^ 

In his own autobiographical volume, A Book About 

Myself, a work in which the novelist tells of his errly 

wanderings as a joumalist, the artist wrote about his ob-

servations of human misery. Especially memorable is the 

account of the tenement section of Pittsburgh. The immi-

grants who did slave labor for the steel snd coal magnatecj 

lived in two-room apartments inside a court which housed 

twenty farnilies. In the center of the court were a cesspool 

^Alfred Kazin, Introduction to The Stature of 
Theodore Dreiser, p. in. 

./'lfred Kazin, "Theodore Dreiser: His Edun-tion 
and Ours," The Stature of Theodore Dreiser, p. 15^. 
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for drainage and one hydrant of water. These two convenl-

ences served all of these families, "Polish, Hungarian, 

Slavonic, Jewish, Negro, of from three to five people each, 

living in the sixty-three rooms which made up the three 

grimy sides above mentioned." Twenty-seven children oc-

cupied these rooms and twenty housewives hung their wash 

on the same clothes-line in the interior of the court. Por 

the tired and unwashed husbands, the court, aside from the 

beer parlor. was the sole source of neighborly recreation. 

After nlaying cards and drinking beer, these men would 

stretch themselves into a sleeping position. What impresses 

the reader is the accurate and fine detail of Dreiser»s ob-

servations. He was so concemed with human misery that he 

bothered to record • Imost every demitint of what he saw. 

How, Dreiser asked over and again, could family solidarity 

possibly be maintained under such miniroal finpncial condi-

tions? This pprtlcular problem is a central theme of hir \/ 

three major works: Sister Carrie, Jennie Gerhardt, and An 

American Trogedy. 

When Cf̂ rrie Meeber reaches Chicago, she fee^s nl-

m.ost immediately a sense of infeilority because of her 

provlncial background. Propelled by an eamest desire to 

find employment, Carrie faces the problem of those who do 

not know how to do anything. The most that she can hope 

46 I 
Theodore Dreiser, A Book About Myself, r̂. 403. 


